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Abstract

Essential to the development of hardware for optical quantum information processing is
the integration of solid-state quantum emitters into low-loss photonics. Quantum emitters
provide discrete energy levels, which can be used as qubit states and driven with photons.
This light-matter interaction enables the generation, manipulation, and transmission of
information. Photonic devices allow us to confine light at the nanoscale to enhance the
interaction between local (quantum emitter) and flying (photon) qubits. In recent years,
extensive research has been conducted to find quantum emitters with narrow linewidths,
high quantum efficiencies, and long coherence times. Some of the most promising quantum
emitters have been incorporated into photonic devices and have facilitated fundamental
studies of light-matter interactions, the development of optical control schemes, and the
generation of non-classical light. These works have mostly been confined to single devices
with single quantum emitters and current efforts are directed at scaling to photonic circuits
connecting arrays of quantum emitters. This endeavor further increases the requirements on
quantum emitters, as they have to be generated with nanoscale precision and near-identical
properties across the entire chip. Clever engineering of photonics can facilitate meeting these
requirements. However, the development of low-loss photonic circuits remains a challenge
of its own, as the most promising quantum emitters are hosted in materials non-standard
in the photonics industry. The realization of quantum photonic circuits therefore requires
the simultaneous development of quantum emitters and their corresponding photonics.

In my thesis, I summarize our contributions to the development of quantum photonics.
I discuss how we use semiconductor quantum dots strongly coupled to photonic cavities to
demonstrate the coherent generation of indistinguishable, on-demand single photons, as well
as multiple photons at a time. Such systems could be used as non-classical light sources for
quantum communication and measurement-based quantum computation. However, scaling
from single devices to large quantum circuits is challenging, due to the prohibitively large
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inhomogeneous broadening and random positioning of quantum dots. In contrast, color
centers are atomic-scale defects, which can be generated in site-specific locations and ex-
hibit much smaller inhomogeneous broadening than quantum dots. We have thus worked
to develop color centers in diamond and 4H-silicon carbide and their host materials into
scalable quantum photonic platforms. The host materials diamond and 4H-silicon carbide
are new in the field of photonics and as such required us to develop novel fabrication proto-
cols. Leveraging these fabrication techniques and inverse-design algorithms that account for
fabrication constraints, we developed photonic platforms in diamond and 4H-silicon carbide
for classical, nonlinear, and quantum optics.
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firms that the dipole moment of the transition is orthogonal to the TE mode
of the cavity. c Lifetime measurements with the cavity on- and off-resonance.
Fitted lifetimes are τoff = 6.66 ns and τon = 2.45 ns. d Spectra extracted
from b with the cavity off- and on-resonance with V1’. e Second-order corre-
lation measurement with the cavity on-resonance with the V1’ transition of
a single emitter, revealing g(2)(0) = 0.08. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
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5.2 Strongly coupled QD-cavity systems. (a) Schematic illustration of
the energy structure of a strongly coupled system as given by the Jaynes-
Cummings model. The blue arrow illustrates resonant excitation of UP1, the
red arrows show photon decay, and the purple arrow is the phonon-assisted
transfer. (b) Cross-polarized reflectivity spectra of the coupled QD-cavity
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5.3 Polariton-phonon dynamics. (a) Decay rates and (b) resulting lifetimes
of the polariton branches as functions of the QD-cavity detuning. (c) Time-
resolved spectrally integrated luminescence intensity at a detuning of ∆ =
2.8 g for excitation of UP1. The lifetime is extracted from a mono-exponential
fit (shown in red). (d) Measured and simulated lifetime of UP1 as a function
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5.5 Ramsey fringes of the strongly coupled QD-cavity system. (a) Il-
lustration of the setup for two-pulse experiments. The separation of the
excitation pulses is tuned with a linear delay line in the ps- and a piezo-
controlled retroreflector in the fs-regime. (b) Ramsey fringes obtained by
detecting emission from LP1 while exciting UP1 with two π

2 pulses, sepa-
rated by ∆t ≈ 43 ps and altered by 0 − 11 fs. Simulations to the data
are shown as a red line. (c) Illustration of the Bloch sphere with |0〉 as
the ground state and UP1 as the excited state. Under two-pulse excita-
tion, the Bloch vector gets rotated about the x axis onto the equator by the
first π

2 -pulse (illustrated in red). The phase difference between the first and
the second excitation pulse introduces a new rotation axis x′ (green dashed
line), which is rotated relative to x and the second π

2 -pulse rotates the Bloch
vector about this axis x′ (illustrated in orange). Evolution of the ampli-
tude of Ramsey fringes for QD-cavity detunings of (d) ∆ = 6.75 g and (e)
∆ = 8.5 g with increasing pulse separation. The red lines represent simula-
tions to the data, based on measured lifetimes (see section 5.2) of 65± 5 ps
and 71±7 ps, respectively. An exponential fit of the decay reveals dephasing
times of T ∗2 [6.75 g] = 72.09± 5 ps and T ∗2 [8.5 g] = 70.13± 7 ps. . . . . . . 53
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5.8 Photon blockade regime: (a) Spectrum of the strongly coupled system
at ∆ = 3.5g and resonant excitation of UP1 with a 25 ps long pulse. (b)
Illustration of the JC-ladder. The excitation laser is resonant with UP1
(depicted with a solid blue upward arrow) but not resonant with higher climbs
up the ladder. Following excitation of UP1, possible recombination channels
are from UP1 to the ground state (solid blue downward arrow) or from LP1 to
the ground state (dashed red arrow) via a phonon-assisted population transfer
from UP1 to LP1 (curved orange arrow). (c-f) Correlation measurement
of the (c) unfiltered signal, revealing g

(2)
D (0) = 0.263 ± 0.008, (d) filtered

emission from UP1 (indicated in blue on the left in (a)), revealing g(2)
D (0) =

0.162 ± 0.016, (e) filtered emission from LP1 (indicated in red on the right
in (a)), revealing g

(2)
D (0) = 0.063 ± 0.010 and (f) cross-correlation between

UP1 and LP1, revealing g(2)
D (0) = 0.079± 0.018. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61

5.9 Resonantly excited strongly coupled system. Typical spectrum for
resonantly exciting UP1 with a 16 ps long pulse at a QD-cavity detuning of
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5.10 Indistinguishability measurements. a, Schematic illustration of the
setup used to extract Hong-Ou-Mandel interference. b, Measured correlation
function of the emission using the same excitation conditions as in figure 5.9.
Due to the quantum character of the light, the amplitude of the three centre
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5.11 Quantum optical simulations. a, Simulated spectrum for resonant exci-
tation of UP1 by a 16 ps long π pulse at a QD-cavity detuning ∆ = 4.5 g,
with and without SHS. b, g(2)[0] (second-order coherence) for the excitation
conditions of a (resonant excitation of UP1) as a function of the SHS tuning
parameter with and without spectral filtering on UP1 (red region in a). c-d,
g

(2)
HOM [0] as a function of the filtering wavelength excluding (c) and including

(d) SHS. Only the central wavelength of the filer changes, but bandwidth re-
mains the same. The shaded area below the curves visualizes 1

2(1−|g(1)[0]|2)
while the white area visualizes 1

2g
(2)[0]. Green lines denote the non-classical

threshold. All wavelengths are referenced to that of the bare cavity. . . . . 68
5.12 Photon-induced tunneling regime: (a) Spectrum of the strongly cou-

pled system at ∆ = 5.2g for exciting UP2 with a 25 ps long pulse (gray
circles) fitted with a quantum optical model with (solid black line) and with-
out SHS (gray dashed line). (b) Illustration of the JC-ladder. The resonant
two-photon excitation of UP2 is depicted with two solid green arrows. The
most likely relaxation channels are from UP2 to UP1 (upper dashed red
arrow), from UP1 to the ground state (solid blue arrow) or from LP1 to
the ground state (lower dashed red arrow) via a phonon-assisted population
transfer from UP1 to LP1 (curved orange arrow). Correlation measurements
of (c) the unfiltered signal, revealing g

(2)
D (0) = 1.174 ± 0.022, (d) the fil-

tered emission UP1, revealing g
(2)
D (0) = 0.332 ± 0.028 and (e) the emission

from the transitions from UP2 to UP1 and from LP1 to the ground state,
revealing g(2)

D (0) = 1.490 ± 0.034. (f) Simulated pulse-wise second-order co-
herence versus the position of the frequency filter and taking into account the
experimental parameters (laser pulse approximately tuned to two-photon res-
onance). The dotted blue (dashed red) line represents the frequency of UP1
(LP1) and black circles represent measured values. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71
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6.1 Efficient second-order frequency conversion in microring resonators.
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Optical image of the second-harmonic out-coupled via an inverse-designed
vertical coupler (ring outline is overlaid for clarity). b Numerical simulation
of the phase-matching condition for the 1555 nm TE00 and the 777.5 nm
TM20 modes, demonstrating mode-matching for a waveguide width of 560
nm. Insets: Simulated mode profiles. c Dependence of second-harmonic
power in the output waveguide on the pump power in the input waveguide.
A quadratic fit reveals a conversion efficiency of 360% W−1. Inset: The
second-harmonic signal imaged on a spectrometer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
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7.5 Engineering principle to generate aptamer-switch probes based on
an intramolecular strand displacement strategy. A) Schematic repre-
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Quantum information processing (QIP) was first proposed by Paul Benioff in 1980, when
he published his idea of quantum mechanical Turing machines [1]. Richard Feynman then
realized that one quantum system could simulate another and thus solve problems too
complex for classical computers [2]. Subsequently a range of theoretical proposals for QIP
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] promised an exponential speedup for certain classes of computational
problems. However, experimental efforts geared towards the physical realization of QIP
have proven the development of quantum hardware extremely difficult. Nevertheless, fun-
damental research and industries across all disciplines continue to encounter problems far
too complex for even the most powerful supercomputers to solve. As we are approaching
the limitations of classical computation, the interest in new forms of information processing
is growing, and the resources invested in the development of quantum hardware are larger
than ever.

David DiVincenzo summarized the challenges of developing physical platforms for QIP
in his work [10]: A quantum computer requires qubits that can be scaled, initialized to
arbitrary states, realized with gate operation times much shorter than their decoherence
times, driven with a universal set of quantum gates and read out with high fidelity. In
search of such qubits, researchers have investigated a range of different qubit candidates for
QIP, such as superconducting qubits [11, 12], cold atoms [13], trapped ions [14], topologi-
cal quantum systems [15, 16, 17], semiconductor quantum dots [18], color centers [19, 20],
and rare earth ions [21]. Out of all these approaches, superconducting-qubit-based circuits
have been at the core of many of the most advanced QIP demonstrations. Google’s re-
cent report of quantum supremacy [22], where a quantum circuit outperformed classical
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computers, leveraged such a circuit comprised of 53 superconducting qubits. Despite the
impressive advancements that have been made in the past decade, significantly more qubits
will be necessary to ultimately build a universal quantum computer. This underscores the
importance of overcoming the scalability obstacles of current physical quantum hardware
platforms [23, 24, 25, 26], which will require major efforts and breakthroughs across many
different fields.

In addition to the challenges of building a scalable quantum processor, quantum com-
munication adds two more items to DiVincenzo’s list of QIP requirements. The conversion
between flying and stationary qubits and the transmission of flying qubits has to be con-
ducted with high fidelity [10]. Considering all the requirements for QIP, the challenge seems
so complex that a single one of the known platforms is unlikely to satisfy them all. As an
example, superconducting circuits provide the hardware platform for the most complex
quantum calculations, but communication within distributed quantum networks using mi-
crowave photons would be challenging due to high Ohmic losses of microwave photons [27].
By contrast, photons in the visible and the near-infrared regimes can travel long distances
in low-loss optical fibers and have energies significantly higher than kBTRT , where kB is
Boltzman’s constant and TRT room temperature. Such photons can be generated from
quantum emitters, which are of high interest to the QIP community for both their poten-
tial in all-optical QIP and as part of hybrid QIP platforms [28]. Most recently, quantum
emitters have also been studied for the transduction from microwave to optical frequencies
[29, 30] to overcome the discussed challenges in distributed quantum networks.

A quantum emitter facilitates the interaction of light and matter at the quantum level
and generates photons from an optical transition. Neutral atoms and trapped ions are
the most ideal quantum emitters by many measures because they are identical to one
another and in experiments they can be extremely isolated from their environment. Such
an ideal system facilitates fundamental investigations of light-matter interactions and the
development of optical qubits. Consequently the work conducted in atomic physics has led
to many ground-breaking quantum optics experiments [31, 32, 33, 34]. However, the setups
for such experiments are large and do not provide a straightforward way to build scalable
quantum hardware.

An alternative to atoms are quantum emitters in the solid-state [20, 35]. Like atoms,
these quantum emitters have discrete energy levels, have a spin degree of freedom, and emit
single photons. Unique to solid-state quantum emitters is their incorporation in a host
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crystal lattice, which results in more complex interactions with the solid-state environment
but comes with the great benefit of potential for on-chip integration.

To provide a viable path forward, it is crucial that solid-state quantum emitter hardware
platforms deliver on high-fidelity control over optical qubits, on-demand photon generation,
and low-loss transmission of information. The integration of quantum emitters into low-loss
photonic circuits (the analog of electronic circuits for light) provides solutions to a range of
challenges intrinsic to solid-state quantum emitters. Photonic devices can be designed to en-
hance otherwise weak light-matter interactions and can channel the emission of photons into
specific photonic modes. Achieving such integration with near-unity efficiencies for large-
scale arrays of optical solid-state qubits is extremely challenging and requires substantial
efforts in materials science, solid-state quantum optics, and quantum photonics [35]. Thus,
the integration of quantum emitters into photonic devices and the optical characterization
thereof is at the center of my PhD work.

In the past years, I have investigated several material platforms with promising quantum
emitters. I studied indium arsenide quantum dots in gallium arsenide, which are excellent
single photon sources with high quantum efficiency, narrow linewidths, and high photon
indistinguishability. These are critical properties of nonclassical light sources for applica-
tions in measurement-based quantum computation, or quantum communication. However,
the highest quality quantum dots are fabricated via self-assembly molecular beam epitaxy
[36], which comes at the cost of large inhomogeneous broadening (quantum dots emitting
at different wavelengths) and random positioning across the wafer. This poses a hard lim-
itation to the scalability of quantum dot platforms, as they would have to go through a
post-selection process for integration. On the contrary, optically active color centers in
wide-bandgap materials are atomic-scale defects that are promising candidates for arrays
with nearly identical quantum nodes. Depending on the intrinsic electronic structure of a
specific color center type, they can experience minimal inhomogeneous broadening and long
spin-coherence times. Site-specific generation of color centers via irradiation with ions or
electrons adds to their promise for building scalable quantum photonic hardware. Fields of
application for color center platforms vary with the type of color center, but cover a broad
range, including quantum sensing [37, 38, 39], simulation, computation and communication
[40]. Many of the most promising color center hosting materials are nonstandard to the
photonics industry and require extensive development. I therefore devoted the latter part
of my PhD to developing photonic platforms for color center integration in diamond and
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4H-silicon carbide.

1.1 Dissertation Outline

After this brief introduction to quantum information processing and quantum-photonics-
based hardware, I provide some background information on color centers and quantum dots,
different photonics fabrication approaches, and cavity quantum electrodynamics in chapter
2. Then I start discussing our research in chapter 3, which entails our work on color-
center-compatible photonics in diamond. Using a quasi-isotropic etch and inverse-design to
overcome fabrication constraints, we developed a photonic platform for color center integra-
tion. We also investigate the tin-vacancy center, a new color center with promising optical
properties, develop site-controlled generation techniques, and test its compatibility with
our photonic platform. In chapter 4, I present our 4H-silicon-carbide-on-insulator material
platform, which we developed as industry-compatible photonics platform. We use bonding
and thinning techniques to manufacture 4H-silicon carbide thin-films and subsequently fab-
ricate photonic devices to investigated the enhancement of a single color center in a cavity.
Our work establishes 4H-silicon-carbide-on-insulator as leading candidate for foundry-scale
quantum photonics with promises in integrated quantum transduction and quantum fre-
quency conversion. Chapter 5 entails our work on InAs quantum dots in GaAs strongly
coupled to a photonic crystal cavity. We investigated polariton-phonon dynamics within
the system, demonstrated coherent control of the polaritons, generated single photons with
ultrafast rates and high indistinguishability, and explored higher rungs of the system for the
purpose of n-photon generation. Then I conclude our work on quantum photonics in chapter
6, where I summarize our research and introduce potential future research avenues. Lastly,
in chapter 7, I present an overview of our efforts in developing an aptamer-based optical
real-time biosensor. We use target-specific aptamer switches labelled with fluorophores to
monitor the concentration of small molecules and proteins.



Chapter 2

Quantum Photonics

The generation, manipulation, and detection of light is at the heart of many industrial sec-
tors and ranges from telecommunication applications to applications in sensing, medicine
and imaging. Developing devices for these fields with free-space optics — if at all possible
— would result in large form factors and high costs. Fortunately, with the commercializa-
tion of the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform [41] miniaturization, scalability, and low-cost
solutions came within reach. SOI based integrated photonic circuits (IPCs) allow for high-
performing, reliable, and cost-effective components that can be found in an abundance of
devices [20]. Most recently, photonics was the foundation for developments in augmented
and virtual reality, light detection and ranging (LIDAR), and integrated optical quantum
information processing. Such technologies demand complex solutions that can no longer
be met with a monolithic SOI platform. For example, interest in wavelengths outside the
telecommunication band, require the photonics community to exploit different photonic
platforms. In particular, optical quantum information processing has a range of require-
ments, which include solid-state quantum bits, non-classical light sources, and low-loss
photonics that are difficult to achieve simultaneously. Thus, research is actively being con-
ducted on a range of monolithic and hybrid material platforms. In the following chapter,
I will introduce material platforms with quantum emitters that are promising for quantum
photonics: Diamond, 4H-silicon carbide (4H-SiC), and III-V semiconductor GaAs.
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2.1 Solid-State Quantum Emitters

Many advances in quantum optics have been made in the field of atomic physics. It is
possible to store, manipulate, and retrieve information through interactions of light with
the electrons of an atom. However, such experiments require large-scale setups to trap
and experiment with atoms for a finite amount of time and therefore are limited in their
scalability. Thus, a large community has formed that investigates solid-state quantum
emitters [42, 20, 35, 43] for their potential as artificial atoms and with the objective to
integrate them into photonic circuits. While the solid-state environment of such quantum
emitters offers the chance of integration, it also provides additional obstacles compared to an
isolated atom. Examples include strain in the host material, the interaction with phonons,
and couplings to a spin bath, which lead to effects such as inhomogeneous and homogeneous
broadening, as well as a reduction of photon indistinguishability [20] and coherence times.
Thus, the list of investigated solid-state quantum emitters is long: color centers in diamond,
silicon carbide, and zinc oxide; rare-earth ions in yttrium aluminum garnet (Y3Al5O12 or
YAG) and yttrium orthovanadate YVO4 (YVO); semiconductor quantum dots; and defects
the 2D materials hexagonal boron nitride and tungsten diselenide. In my thesis, I focus on
color centers in diamond and 4H-silicon carbide, as well as InAs semiconductor quantum
dots, which I will discuss in more detail in the following chapters.

2.1.1 Color Centers

Color centers are defects in a crystal host lattice, which can change the color of a material
through their interaction with light. The color centers’ capability to absorb and emit light at
the single-photon level has drawn a lot of attention. One of the most studied color centers is
the negatively charged nitrogen-vacancy (NV−) center in diamond, as it is optically active,
highly sensitive to magnetic fields, and experiences long coherence times, which makes it a
great candidate for quantum sensing. However, for quantum information processing weak
interactions with the environment are preferred, warranting research on group-IV color
centers in diamond, such as the negatively charged silicon- (SiV−), germanium- (GeV−),
tin- (SnV−) and lead- (PbV−) vacancy centers. These color centers are comprised of an
impurity atom in an interstitial and a split vacancy in the diamond lattice (see figure 2.1a)
with a D3d symmetry. This means that the color centers have an inversion symmetry, which
makes them insensitive to electric field fluctuations to the first order [44]. Furthermore,
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Figure 2.1: Diamond color centers(a) Schematic of a group-IV color center in diamond.
(b) Group-IV color center level diagram, ground and excited states are split due to spin-
orbit coupling. The color centers have four optical transitions (zero-phonon lines) labeled
A-D. (c) Spectra of the zero-phonon lines of the SiV− and SnV− color centers at 4K.

we find large Debye-Waller factors (strong emission into the zero-phonon line) and high
quantum efficiencies within this set of color centers [45]. The typical level diagram of these
group IV-color centers is depicted in figure 2.1b and shows four optical transitions labeled
A-D. The corresponding spectra of the SiV− and the SnV− color centers at 4K is shown
in figure 2.1, where all four transitions for the SiV− center are visible (red), while at low
temperatures the A and B transitions are suppressed for the SnV− color center due to the
large excited state splitting.

The well-defined nature of these defects leads to a minimal inhomogeneous broadening
of the emitters [20, 45], which makes them a very attractive quantum emitter for on-chip
quantum photonics experiments beyond the single-emitter level. Furthermore, the gener-
ation of color centers can be achieved in several ways, each with its own advantages and
disadvantages: Incorporation of Si atoms during growth allows for homogeneous doping as
well as delta-doping of diamond and produces SiV− centers with excellent optical properties
[46]. However, the emitter positioning is arbitrary. Through site-controlled implantation
and subsequent high-pressure, high-temperature annealing, we can generate color centers
deterministically [47] at the cost of introducing damage to the diamond lattice. Lastly,
a combination of shallow implantation and overgrowth allows for minimal lattice damage,
site-controlled generation of color centers, and arbitrary depths [48].

In silicon carbide, a variety of color centers can be found in each polytype. In this thesis
I mainly focus on our work with silicon vacancies (VSi) in the 4H-SiC polytype. Namely the
V1/V1’ (h lattice site) and the V2 (k lattice site) color centers [49, 50, 51, 52]. These colour
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centers emit at 860 nm (V1/V1’) and 920 nm (V2), respectively and are spin-3/2 systems
with significantly more complex level diagrams [51, 52] compared to the group-IV color
centers in diamond. In general, 4H-SiC color centers can exhibit very long spin coherence
times [53, 54, 55] and can be generated deterministically using implantation techniques
[56, 57] as well as laser annealing [58].

2.1.2 Indium Arsenide Quantum Dots

Similar to color centers, self-assembled indium arsenide (InAs) quantum dots (QDs) in gal-
lium arsenide (GaAs) are quantum emitters in the solid state. These QDs are grown through
a self-assembly process in molecular beam epitaxy [36] and are significantly larger (≈ 20 nm)
than color centers. During the growth, several atomic layers of InAs are deposited and due
to the lattice mismatch of InAs and GaAs, QDs emerge. Most importantly, QDs have a
different bandgap compared to the surrounding GaAs host lattice (as illustrated in figure
2.2a), which results in a three-dimensional charge carrier trap. Thus, QDs offer a discrete
energy level structure similar to an atom. These energy levels can be driven optically to
generate electron-hole pairs (excitons), which emit a single photon upon recombination.
The photons from a single QD emit into a narrow zero-phonon line with near unity prob-
ability, high single photon purity and high photon indistinguishability [20]. However, the
self-assembly growth process results in a significant variation in size and random positioning
of quantum dots across the wafer. Thus, several QDs from the same wafer emit at widely
different wavelengths (inhomogeneous broadening, see figure 2.1b). The optimal emission
conditions for QDs are cryogenic temperatures of 50K and below. At higher temperatures
QDs lose their confinement, which results in more homogeneous broadening and weaker
photoluminescence.

2.2 Nanofabrication of Photonic Devices

As discussed above, we have a range of materials with promising solid-state quantum emit-
ters available. However, to develop a chip-scale platform for optical quantum technologies
[59], we have to integrate these quantum emitters into photonic circuits. With photonic
devices we can enhance and control light-matter interactions [60, 61], increase photon col-
lection efficiencies, and connect several quantum nodes on a chip. To achieve such circuits,
it is crucial to develop a low-loss photonics platform that can host high quality quantum
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Figure 2.2: Semiconductor quantum dots. (a) Level diagram of an InAs/GaAs quantum
dot. (b) Typical spectrum of an ensemble of InAs quantum dots.

emitters and has minimal background noise. This section of my thesis is intended to give
the reader a brief overview of the available quantum photonics fabrication strategies. A
more detailed discussion will follow in the chapters hereafter, as well as the appendix of my
thesis.

Low-loss photonics can only be achieved in a material with a band gap significantly
larger than the photon energy of the light as otherwise absorption would result in losses.
Furthermore, the light has to be confined in a material slab through total internal reflection
and distributed Bragg reflectors, which depend on the refractive index contrast of the pho-
tonic device (e.g. Si) and the surrounding material (e.g. SiO2). Thus, generally speaking,
the ideal starting point for quantum photonics would be a pristine thin-film of a quantum
emitter host material on insulator. The standard technique to produce such thin-films for
commercial SOI photonics is the Smart Cut method. Unfortunately, the ion implantation
step of this technique introduces too much lattice damage in the thin-film materials to allow
for high quality quantum emitters [62] and furthermore results in overwhelming background
noise.

Alternative approaches for the development of quantum photonic platforms entail hy-
brid integration [28, 63], where active materials can be transferred onto photonic circuits
using pick-and-place techniques [64]. Using this technique, standard CMOS processing tech-
niques can be harnessed to produce low-loss photonic circuits and carefully selected quantum
emitters can then be integrated subsequently. Another advantage is that hybrid integration
allows to take advantage of preferential material properties, such as χ2 of lithium niobate
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Figure 2.3: Nanofabrication in quantum photonics. Overview of fabrication processes
in (a) GaAs, (b) 4H-SiC, and (c) Diamond. (a) InAs quantum dot hosting GaAs membranes
are grown in molecular beam epitaxy with an AlGaAs sacrificial layer that allows to suspend
the membrane with a hydrofluoric acid etch. (b) 4H-SiC thin-film production via bonding
and thinning techniques, which include grinding, polishing, and RIE etching. (c) Diamond
photonics is typically fabricated from bulk-carving techniques: Angled-etching results in a
rectangular and quasi-isotropic undercutting in a rectangular cross-section.
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for the modulation and switching of single photons [65]. However, new challenges arise,
such as positioning accuracy, losses at material-interfaces, and the overlap between a mode
in the photonic devices and a quantum emitter. As a consequence, the community invests
substantial efforts in the development of a monolithic platform that can host high-quality
quantum emitters, as well as low-loss photonics. During my PhD, I pursued three different
fabrication approaches as III-V Semiconductor GaAs, 4H-SiC, and diamond are amenable
to different approaches for thin-film production (see figure 2.3).

Heteroepitaxial material growth enables the growth of thin films with quantum emitters.
InAs QDs in a GaAs host lattice are grown using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Before
growing this active layer, we can grow an additional sacrificial layer of AlGaAs. With a hy-
drofluoric acid etch one can then remove the AlGaAs layer and suspend a GaAs membrane,
which hosts the active InAs quantum dot layer. This technique allows to fabricate large-
scale GaAs photonics, as well as single devices for pick and place techniques and integration
into hybrid photonic circuits.

Thinning techniques can be used for materials such as 4H-SiC [66]. We bond pristine
SiC to a wafer with SiO2 on Si and subsequently use a wafer grinder, chemical-mechanical
polishing, and reactive ion etching to thin the SiC layer. This process yields pristine SiC
thin-films with reasonable uniformity for quantum photonics on chip level. Afterwards,
color centers can be implanted in the devices through proton beam writing [56], masked ion
implantation [57], and laser annealing [58]. Finally, the devices can be suspended in air or
encapsulated in SiO2.

Diamond photonic devices are particularly difficult to fabricate, as high-quality diamond
can only be grown in homoepitaxy. Furthermore, diamond is not amenable to standard thin-
ning techniques for thin-film production due to material hardness. As a result, the leading
techniques to fabricate diamond photonics are bulk-carving methods based on angled [67]
and quasi-isotropic etching [68, 69]. Fabricated diamond photonic structures are therefore
typically suspended in air and depending on the etching technique they have a triangular
or rectangular cross-section as illustrated in figure 2.3c. Before or after the fabrication of
such devices, the site-controlled implantation of color centers is possible.
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2.3 Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics

In this section I will give a brief introduction to cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED).
In particular, I will discuss the interaction of a quantum emitter with a cavity in the weak
and the strong coupling regime and I will discuss how the photon blockade and photon-
induced tunneling regimes can be harnessed for non-classical light generation. The chapter
is adapted from [70].

2.3.1 Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian

In the most simple approximation we can think of a quantum emitter as a two-level system
with ground state |g〉 excited state |ex〉. The energy corresponding to this transition is
E = ν~. To describe the interaction of such a two-level system with a cavity we can comprise
a Hamiltonian from an emitter (HE), a cavity (HC), and an interaction Hamiltonian (HInt)
part:

H = HE +HC +HInt, (2.1)

where HE = ~ν
2 σz, HC = ~ω(a†a + 1

2), and HInt = i~(g∗(~rE)a†σ− − g(~rE)σ+a). The
emitter population is described by the population operator σz = |ex〉 〈ex| = |g〉 〈g| and the
cavity holds photon number states, called Fock states |n〉. The interaction of the system is
described via the emitter-field coupling parameter g(~rE):

g(~rE) = g0Ψ(~rE)cos(ζ). (2.2)

Therefore, there are three parameters that govern the coupling strength of the system. The
Rabi frequency g0 = µeg

~

√
~ω

2εMVmode
, which depends on the dipole moment matrix element

µeg and the mode volme of the cavity Vmode. Additionally, the terms Ψ(~rE) = E(~rE)
|E(~rM )| and

cos(ζ) = ~µeg ·ê
µeg

describe the positioning of the emitter relative to the maximum of the field
inside the cavity and the alignment of the emitter dipole with the electric field, respectively.
From Hamiltonian 2.1 we can then calculate the Eigenenergies of our system:

E± = ~ω(n+ 1)±

√(~δ
2

)2
+ ~2|g|2(n+ 1), (2.3)

with the detuning between emitter and cavity δ. The corresponding eigenstates are plotted
in figure 2.4b.
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Figure 2.4: Jaynes-Cummings ladder illustration. (a) The cavity provides a harmonic
ladder, which split into dressed states through the strong coupling with a quantum emitter.
The splitting is given by 2g

√
n+ 1. (b) Schematic illustration of the energy structure of a

strongly coupled system as given by the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian Eq. 2.1. The blue
arrow illustrates the resonant excitation of UP1, in the photon blockade regime through a
single-photon absorption process. The red arrow illustrates the excitation of UP2 through
a two-photon absorption process in the photon-induced tunneling regime.

2.3.2 Non-Classical Light Generation

Photon Blockade Regime

As illustrated with blue arrows in figure 2.4b, we can drive the first polariton rung of the
strongly coupled system resonantly through a single-photon absorption process. Upon this
excitation process, which can be driven by a classical light source, the system will emit a
single photon per excitation cycle. This process is enabled by the anharmonic ladder of
strongly coupled systems. While the energy of the photon exciting the system is resonant
with the first rung, a two-photon absorption process is out of resonance with the second
rung of the system.

Photon-Induced Tunneling Regime

In the photon-induced tunneling regime we aim to generate multiple photons at a time. In
figure 2.4b a two-photon absorption process to excite the second polariton rung is illustrated
with red arrows. The anharmonicity of the Jaynes-Cummings ladder again enables this
resonant drive without being in resonance with lower or higher rungs via n 6= 2-photon
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absorption. Upon excitation of this second rung we can then generate two photons at a
time, which will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 5.4.4.

2.3.3 Losses in CQED

Losses of a quantum emitter-cavity system play an essential role in CQED. By replacing the
real emitter and cavity frequencies with complex frequencies ν −→ ν − iγ and ω −→ ω − iκ,
we can calculate eigenfrequencies that depend on the cavity field decay rate κ = ω

2Q and
the emitter decay rate γ:

ω± = ω + ν

2 − iκ+ γ

2 ±

√(
δ − i(κ− γ)

2

)2
+ |g|2. (2.4)

where the damping of the system is described by the imaginary parts. A typical case in
quantum photonics is that the emitter linewidth is much narrower than the cavity linewidth
(κ� γ). In addition, we assume that the coupling strength is larger than the losses of the
system (g > κ/2) and arrive at the new eigenenergies:

ω± = ω ±

√
κ2

4 + |g|2 − iκ2 , (2.5)

We therefore have two frequencies with ω± = ω ±
√

κ2

4 + |g|2 and FWHM κ. If g � κ/2,
we approach the splitting of a lossless system:

ω± = ω ± |g| − iκ2 (2.6)

To achieve such strong coupling, we have to improve coupling strength g and cavity loss κ,
which we can do through minimizing the mode volume Vmode and maximizing the Q-factor
of the cavity, respectively.

2.3.4 Weak Coupling Regime

If we now consider an emitter-cavity system where the loss of the cavity is larger than the
coupling strength (κ/2� g � γ). In this case we find ourselves in the weak coupling regime.
As a result we can show that the eigenstates of the system are at the same frequency, while
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their damping is different:

κ

2 ∓

√
κ2

4 − |g|
2 = κ

2

1∓

√
1− 4|g|2

κ2

 ≈ κ

2

(
1∓

(
1− 2|g|2

κ2

))
≈

|g|
2/κ

κ
(2.7)

In this regime we do not observe a splitting of the states (Rabi splitting), however, we see
an enhancement of the decay rate of the emitter, which we call Purcell enhancement. In
this regime the cavity decays with 2κ and the emitter has a modified radiative decay rate
of 2|g|2/κ. The Purcell factor relates the ratio between the enhanced emitter in a cavity
with its original spontaneous emission rate:

F = 2|g|2
κnΓ0

, (2.8)

with the Einstein A coefficient Γ0 = µ2
egν

3

3πε0~c3 we can rewrite this equation to:

F = 3
4π2

(
λ

n

)3 Q

Vmode
, (2.9)

if assuming perfect emitter dipole-cavity field alignment. One can understand Purcell en-
hancement [71] as an increase of the density of states that an emitter can decay into and
from Fermi’s golden rule we know that the density of final states dominates the transition
rate of a dipole.



Chapter 3

Diamond Quantum Photonics

Diamond hosts optically active color centers with great promise in quantum computation,
networking, and sensing. Realization of such applications is contingent upon the integration
of color centers into photonic circuits. However, current diamond quantum optics experi-
ments are restricted to single devices and at most two quantum emitters. To achieve color
center integrated photonic circuits, the community will have to tackle several challenges:
the lack of high-quality diamond thin-film material makes the fabrication of low-loss pho-
tonics challenging. Currently available bulk carving techniques have fabrication constraints,
which limit the device functionalities. However, in the first part of this chapter, we demon-
strate that we can utilize inverse design methods to overcome constraints of state-of-the-art
diamond nanofabrication methods and fabricate compact and robust diamond devices. Our
design method leverages advanced optimization techniques to search the full parameter
space for fabricable device designs and thus allows for the design of devices with unique
specifications. We experimentally demonstrate inverse-designed photonic free-space inter-
faces as well as their scalable integration with two vastly different devices: classical photonic
crystal cavities and inverse-designed waveguide-splitters. The multi-device integration ca-
pability and performance of our inverse-designed diamond platform represents a critical
advancement toward integrated diamond quantum optical circuits. In the latter part of this
chapter I present our work on SnV− color centers, an inversion-symmetric group-IV color
center with high quantum efficiency, strong emission into its zero-phonon lines, and — based
on theoretical studies — long T2 spin coherence time at 4 K. Therefore, we characterize the
SnV− color centers’ optical properties, develop site-controlled generation, and demonstrate
the integration of SnV− into photonic devices. The results in this chapter are adapted from

16
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references [72, 73, 48].

3.1 Inverse-Designed Diamond Photonics

Diamond’s material properties hold promise for quantum optics [35, 43], optomechanics
[69, 74], and nonlinear optics [75]. Of particular interest is the variety of color centers that
diamond hosts, some of which exhibit very long coherence times [35, 76]. The development
of diamond photonic circuits [77] has emerged as a promising route for implementing optical
quantum networks [78, 79, 40, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87], quantum computers [23, 61, 88],
and quantum sensors [89, 39]. However, a major challenge in diamond quantum photonics
is the lack of high-quality thin films of diamond, as the production of electronic grade
diamond can be achieved only in homoepitaxy, and thinning processes are not repeatable
enough for photonic crystal cavity fabrication [67]. As a result, state-of-the-art diamond
cavity quantum photonics relies on angled-etching of bulk diamond [67]. This technique
naturally leads to triangular cross-sections with strongly constrained geometries, which
limit device design and functionality. Recent developments in diamond processing based on
quasi-isotropic etching [68, 90, 91, 92] (see Appendix A) allow the production of diamond
membranes with rectangular cross-sections and variable dimensions from bulk diamond.
Although rectangular cross-sections are a major step toward diamond integrated circuits,
this fabrication technique comes with its own geometric constraints, such as limitations on
the range of fabricable feature sizes, which originate from a strong correlation of the initial
etch depth and undercut thin-film area. Traditional photonic designs that do not account
for fabrication constraints are thus unable to take full advantage of this new fabrication
technique.

In this work, we overcome these fabrication and design challenges by employing inverse
design methods. In silicon nanophotonics these methods have recently attracted consider-
able attention for their efficient design of devices with superior performance over conven-
tional designs [93]. This optimization technique searches through the full parameter space
of fabricable devices, thereby arriving at solutions previously inaccessible to traditional de-
sign techniques [94]. We showcase the potential of inverse design techniques for diamond
integrated circuits by designing and fabricating several devices: A compact vertical cou-
pler, an essential component for large-scale quantum photonic systems, and a small circuit
consisting of inverse-designed vertical couplers and waveguide-splitters acting as interfaces
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for two nanoresonators. Our inverse-designed vertical coupler adheres to the diamond fab-
rication constraints and outperforms commonly used free-space interfaces. The fabricated
devices show excellent agreement with simulations in terms of both performance and yield.
In the second example, we illustrate the integration of such a vertical coupler into a dia-
mond photonic circuit consisting of two nanobeam resonators connected via inverse-designed
waveguide-splitters – a configuration that could be used to entangle two quantum emitters
embedded inside such resonators.

3.1.1 Inverse Design of Diamond Nanophotonic Devices

In photonics, grating couplers are frequently used as optical free-space interfaces [95, 96,
97, 98, 99, 100]. To achieve high coupling efficiencies, such designs typically use asymmetry
along the z-axis, e.g. through partial etches [95, 96, 100] or material stacks with varying
refractive indices.[96] In diamond quantum photonics many of these approaches cannot be
employed because current thin-film diamond on silica substrate platforms [97, 98, 99] do
not support state-of-the-art quantum optics experiments [67, 61, 88]. Similar approaches
with hybrid structures, such as gallium phosphide (GaP) membranes on diamond, offer a
platform for efficient grating couplers [101]. However, the optical field is confined in the
GaP membrane and consequently emitters in diamond couple only evanescently to the field.

A practical solution to these fabrication and design challenges are notches (figure 3.1a),
which are a perturbation to a waveguide with ≈ 1 % scattering efficiency [61]. In our work,
we develop an inverse-designed vertical coupler (figure 3.1b) and use the notch for a baseline
comparison. The couplers have a footprint of 1.0×1.0 µm2 and couple directly to a 400 nm
wide waveguide without a tapering section, assuring compactness. As shown in figure 3.1c,
the simulated peak efficiencies of the coupler (red) and the notch (green) are ≈ 25 % and
≈ 1 % [61], respectively. Furthermore, we optimize the vertical coupler to couple the
light between the fundamental free-space mode TEM00 and the TE fundamental mode of
the waveguide. Even for conventional grating couplers in mature photonics platforms the
selective coupling to the TEM00 mode is a formidable challenge [95, 96]. The theoretical
maximum coupling efficiency of our couplers is 50 %, because of the symmetry along the
z-axis of our devices (i.e. the structure will couple light in +/- z direction equally).

Inverse design problems in photonics are defined by an electromagnetic simulation, a
design region and a figure of merit to optimize. The starting conditions of the simulation
for vertical couplers are shown in figure 3.1d. A vertically incident Gaussian beam forms
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Figure 3.1: Inverse design of efficient nanophotonic interfaces. Scanning electron
micrograph of (a) a notch and (b) an inverse-designed vertical coupler with simulated
fields superimposed in red. (c) Simulated performance of the vertical coupler (red) and
the notch (green). (d) Design set-up, where the gray area indicates the design area. (e)
In-coupling efficiency during design optimization; insets illustrate different optimization
phases. The small performance drop beyond 200 iterations of optimization occurs when
fabrication constraints are imposed. (f) Final device design after optimization.

the radiative source and is centered above the 1.0 × 1.0 µm2 design region shown in gray.
To the left of the design region are two black support bars to suspend the design, and
to the right is a black output waveguide. The fraction of incident light coupled into the
fundamental TE mode of the waveguide serves as the figure of merit and is maximized
during our optimization process (detailed in reference [102]). The coupling efficiency during
the optimization is shown in figure 3.1e. At the start of the optimization, any permittivity
value between that of air and diamond is allowed, which results in a continuous structure
shown in the leftmost inset. After several iterations, this structure is discretized, in which
case the permittivity is that of either air or diamond. This discrete structure is further
optimized while also gradually imposing a penalty on infabricable features [103, 104]. As
a result, the coupling efficiency at a wavelength of 737 nm (silicon-vacancy color center
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Figure 3.2: Inverse-designed vertical couplers. (a) Scanning electron micrograph of
two vertical couplers connected by a waveguide, which is used to characterize the efficiency
of the vertical couplers. (b) Sideview of the vertical coupler, showing the undercut of the
structure at an 85◦ angle. (c) Optical microscope image when focusing a Gaussian beam
on the coupler on the left (Input) and detecting the transmitted light from the coupler on
the right (Output). (d) Polarization scan shows that the vertical couplers preferentially
couple to a Gaussian beam with a polarization perpendicular to the nanobeam. Simulated
polarization dependence, shown as a blue line, are in good agreement with the measured
data (red squares). (e) Efficiency of a single vertical coupler, peak efficiencies are ≈ 21 % for
single-mode polarization-maintaining fibers (PMF, black) and≈ 26.5 % for multimode fibers
(MMF, red). Numerical simulation results are shown as a blue line. (f) Transmission spectra
of 15 different devices using a supercontinuum source. The solid black line corresponds to
the mean value and the red shaded area corresponds to the standard deviation.

zero-phonon line) peaks at a value of ≈ 27.5 %, which then decreases to ≈ 25 % to comply
with fabrication constraints [104].

3.1.2 Characterization of Diamond Vertical Couplers

To characterize the coupling efficiency of the vertical couplers, we measure the device shown
in Figs. 3.2a and b, in top-down and side view, respectively. An optical microscope image
of the same structure, presented in figure 3.2c, qualitatively shows the high performance of
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the vertical couplers. We characterize the polarization dependence of the vertical couplers
by sweeping the polarization of the input laser beam (figure 3.2d). The observed five-fold
reduction in the transmitted power when rotating the polarization by π

2 corresponds well
to our simulated results (blue line in figure 3.2d) and is experimental evidence for excellent
coupling to a linearly polarized TEM00 mode. In figure 3.2e we present experimentally
determined efficiencies of the vertical couplers, which we acquire by coupling a tunable
continuous-wave Ti:Sapphire laser to the structures in a cryostat using a 0.9 NA objective.
We then collect the out-coupled beam with a single-mode polarization-maintaining fiber
(PMF, black data points) and a multimode fiber (MMF, red data points). The experi-
mental results show peak efficiencies of ≈ 21 % for PMF and ≈ 26.5 % for MMF, with
broadband performance of > 70 nm (PMF) and > 90 nm (MMF). The small discrepancy
between the measurements with PMF and MMF suggests that we couple very efficiently
from the waveguide mode back into the fundamental free-space mode TEM00. Moreover,
the numerical simulation (blue line) agrees well with the experimental results.

Imposing fabrication constraints, such as minimum feature sizes, on the design opti-
mization guarantees not only high fabrication yield but also robust performance, as we
demonstrate in figure 3.2f. Here we overlay transmission spectra of 15 different devices
acquired with a supercontinuum source. During the experiments we purposely constrained
ourselves to coarse alignment to confirm the robustness to alignment imperfections. The
result of our analysis is shown in figure 3.2f, where the solid black line is the mean value of
all couplers and the red shaded area indicates the standard deviation at a given wavelength.
Moreover, the average efficiency of 30 devices fabricated with various doses is 24.2 %.

3.1.3 Photonic Crystal Cavities

The vertical coupler presented in this work provides a compact, robust, and efficient solu-
tion for free-space interfaces in cavity quantum electrodynamics. In particular, our design is
optimized to be compatible with simultaneous fabrication of high-Q/V resonators for quan-
tum optics experiments, as we avoid additional fabrication steps [95, 96] that could impact
the resonator performance. In this section we therefore investigate coupling to the modes of
nanophotonic resonators, which are used in quantum optics to enhance light-matter inter-
actions [105] and to facilitate efficient integration of quantum emitters into optical circuits.
We study nanobeam photonic crystal (PhC) cavities, which host a TE mode as shown in
Figs. 3.3a and b. With a supercontinuum light source we acquire the transmission spectra
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Figure 3.3: Suspended rectangular diamond nanobeams with optical interfaces.
Scanning electron micrographs of nanobeam photonic crystal cavities in (a) with inverse-
designed vertical couplers and in (b) with notches as interfaces for in- and out-coupling.
Fields inside the cavities are depicted in red. (c) Transmission measurements using a
supercontinuum light source. The red spectrum corresponds to the coupler device in (a),
black and green spectra to the notch device in (b). The spectra are offset for better
visualization and the cavity resonances are indicated by blue arrows. (d) Spectra acquired
by coupling a supercontinuum light source directly to the cavity and out through a vertical
coupler (red line) or a notch (green line). Inset corresponds to the data inside the gray box.

shown in figure 3.3c by coupling a free-space laser beam into the TE fundamental mode of
the nanobeam and subsequently into PhC modes. The data in red correspond to the device
with vertical couplers, while the black spectrum corresponds to a cavity with notches as
the free-space interface for the same input power and integration time. The count rates of
the device with notches as an interface are more than two orders of magnitude smaller, for
which we compensate by integrating 10 times longer (data in green). When comparing the
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cavity resonances (blue arrows), we find a > 550-fold increase in counts of the vertical cou-
pler over the notch device for comparable quality factors (Q ≈ 4000). This result matches
well with the 625-fold enhancement that we expect from simulations. This improvement
in coupling efficiencies allows for dramatically decreased experimental times (in some cases
from weeks to minutes of photon integration), thereby opening opportunities for larger-scale
experiments. In figure 3.3d we present spectra, where we couple the laser light directly to
the cavity and optimize the alignment to collect maximum counts from the vertical coupler
(red) and the notch (green). From this measurement we can conclude that the extraction
efficiency of light coupling from the cavity mode to the waveguide is ≈ 24 times greater
for a vertical coupler than that for a notch, which corresponds well to the transmission
experiment.

3.1.4 Toward Inverse-Designed Diamond Photonic Circuits

For applications in quantum technologies, many nodes need to be connected to scale from
single qubits to large, interconnected qubit arrays [78, 40, 87]. This requires the excita-
tion of emitters in multiple cavities, the interference of their emission on beamsplitters,
and subsequently the efficient collection and detection of photons. However, up until now
elements such as waveguide-splitters have posed a major challenge in suspended diamond
photonics, as state-of-the-art fabrication using angled etch is not conducive to variations
in the device geometry. In contrast, as shown in figure 3.4a, we can fabricate a conceptual
circuit comprised of three components with completely different geometries: vertical cou-
plers, waveguide-splitters, and nanobeam PhC cavities. The device is designed to interfere
the transmission of two nanobeam PhC cavities at an inverse-designed waveguide-splitter
with a 50 : 50 splitting ratio and simulated efficiencies of 95 %. We address the cavities
separately or simultaneously by top-down excitation with a supercontinuum source focused
on the cavities directly, as presented in figure 3.4b. The resonances of the two beams are
detuned by < 1 nm because of fabrication imperfections. We tune the two cavities into
and out of resonance via gas condensation, as shown in figure 3.4c. Comparing the am-
plitudes of the cavity on and off resonance suggests constructive interference, indicating
that the cavities are approximately in phase and have the same polarization. With this
concept circuit, we show that inverse design can overcome limitations of classical photon-
ics and enables large-scale on-chip quantum optics experiments. Extending this work we
can increase compactness by combining several functionalities into a single device, design
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Figure 3.4: Interfacing grating couplers with diamond photonic circuit. (a) Dia-
mond photonic circuit, which could be used to entangle two emitters inside the two cav-
ities. The circuit consists of a grating coupler, followed by a waveguide-splitter, and two
resonators, the outputs of which are then recombined in a waveguide-splitter and coupled
off-chip through a grating coupler. (b) Spectra of the nanobeams from the device shown
in (a). Green, black and red data correspond to the upper, both and the lower nanobeam,
respectively. (c) Demonstration that cavities with fabrication induced frequency offset can
be tuned in resonance via gas tuning; colorbar corresponds to normalized counts.

circuits for arbitrary emitter locations, assure phase-matching across different paths of the
circuits, and optimize for specific bandwidths. Such a platform can then utilize the scal-
ability that diamond color centers offer: site-controlled implantation of high quality color
centers [44, 47, 48] and small inhomogeneous broadening [106], which can be overcome by
cavity-enhanced Raman emission [61, 86] or strain tuning [107, 108, 109, 110].

3.1.5 Highly Efficient Free-Space-Waveguide Interfaces

Ultimately the implementation of scalable quantum networks requires efficiencies of building
blocks close to unity. Efficiencies of > 90 % can be achieved with fiber tapers [111], which
have the drawback of significantly larger footprints. To achieve comparable efficiencies,
we reduce the fabrication constraints to 60 nm feature sizes, increase the laser spot size,
device footprint, and waveguide width. This allows us to improve the simulated efficiency to
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Figure 3.5: Designs for high efficiency vertical couplers. (a) Vertically symmetric
coupler suspended in air. Vertically asymmetric couplers employing partial etch with tilted
incident laser beam (10◦): Vertical coupler (b) on SiO2, (c) suspended in air, (d) on SiO2
with aluminum back-reflector, and (e) suspended in air with aluminum back-reflector. (f)
Simulated efficiencies of the devices shown in (a)-(e): 44.7 %, 51.0 %, 67.9 %, 72.4 %, and
86.6 %.
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44.7 %. However, vertically symmetric devices, such as shown in figure 3.5a cannot exceed
50 % efficiency. For further improvements, we tilt the incident laser beam by 10◦ and break
the symmetry along the z-axis of the couplers via a partial etch [96]. In figure 3.5b we
show diamond devices on SiO2 with efficiencies of 51.0 %. Such devices could be achieved
through diamond thin-film on SiO2 production [75] or pick and place techniques [64] and are
a promising route for a range of applications including long-distance entanglement schemes,
and nonlinear optics. Devices suspended in air (figure 3.5c) have a larger refractive index
contrast and show efficiencies of up to 67.9 %. Additionally employing back-reflectors [95] as
shown in figure 3.5d and e results in efficiencies of 72.4 % and 86.6 %, for diamond on SiO2

and suspended structures, respectively. The back-reflector distance to the coupler (400 nm
and 650 nm) is significantly shorter than the photon wave-packet and optimized to match the
phase between reflected and directly coupled photons. These findings are encouraging for the
development of highly efficient and compact photonic free-space interfaces as an alternative
to fiber tapers for quantum photonic applications at the single-photon level. Moreover,
many experiments will require optical driving of individual emitters to compensate for their
spectral broadening via Raman processes [61, 86]. This individual addressing is easier
to implement in free-space coupling configurations than with many tapered fibers inside a
cryostat. High efficiencies and compactness will be crucial in these experiments, as losses will
be the limiting factor. Thus, inverse design is likely to play a major role in the development
of such photonic circuits [94].

3.1.6 Outlook for Inverse-Designed Diamond Photonic Circuits

In summary, we employ optimization-based inverse design methods to overcome the con-
straints of cutting-edge diamond nanofabrication and to develop efficient building blocks
for diamond nanophotonic circuits [59]. In optical free-space couplers and a small diamond
photonic circuit we attain the crucial properties of high efficiency, compactness, and ro-
bustness. This work now enables more complex quantum circuits, where compact solutions
for a variety of device components such as pulse shapers, splitter trees, phase delays [112]
and mode converters [113] are critical. Thus, this progress lays the foundation for scaling
to larger quantum networks [78, 40, 114] with spins [76] embedded in quantum nodes. In
addition, inverse design methods can be applied to other promising material platforms that
host quantum emitters and have challenging fabrication protocols, such as silicon carbide
[53] and yttrium orthovanadate [21].
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3.2 Integration of Tin-Vacancy Color Centers in Diamond

As detailed in chapter 2, inversion-symmetric color centers in diamond hold great promise
and thus are heavily studied for quantum information processing applications. The tin-
vacancy center (SnV−) in diamond is of particular interest to the community as its quantum
efficiency is estimated to be about 80% [115], which is significantly higher than that of SiV−

∼ 10% [116, 117]. Most importantly, the SnV− has a ground state splitting of ∼ 850 GHz —
17 times larger than that of the SiV− [118]. Thus we expect an improved spin coherence time
T2, as the phonon density of states is significantly reduced at these frequencies, meaning
that single-phonon-decoherence processes [119] are unlikely. As a consequence, operation
at elevated temperatures compared to millikelvin temperatures for the SiV− color center
would be possible. These advantages of SnV− motivate the work that I briefly summarize
in the following sections of my thesis. I will present our research on SnV− color centers and
their generation, which are adapted with permission from [72, 48], as well as our studies of
SnV− color centers in photonic waveguides.

3.2.1 Optical Characterization of Single Tin-Vacancy Centers

We generate SnV− color centers at an estimated depth of ∼ 90 nm via the implantation of
120Sn+ ion implantation at 370 keV and a dose of 2 ·1011 cm−2. Subsequently we anneal the
samples at 800°C for 30 minutes and 1100°C for 90 minutes under vacuum (< 10−4 Torr).
Prior to implantation the diamond chips were prepared via a boiling tri-acid clean as well
as an etch to remove damaged and strained diamond near the surface [67]. To isolate
single color centers we etch nanopillars with a height of 500 nm as shown in figure in 3.6a.
We fabricate the nanopillars by growing 200 nm of silicon nitride (SixNy) in low-pressure
chemical vapor deposition, writing 140 nm to 300 nm circles in HSQ FOx-16 via electron-
beam lithography, subsequent transfer of the pattern via a SF6+CH4+N2 reactive ion etch
and lastly an O2 reactive ion etch.

Conducting second-order autocorrelation measurements as presented in figure 3.6b, we
confirm that we successfully isolated single color centers in nanopillars. With the fit-function

g(2)[τ ] = 1− c
(
(1 + b)e−|τ |/τ1 − be−|τ |/τ2

)
, (3.1)

we can extract the excited state lifetime τ1 and the decay time τ2. In the measurements
presented in figure 3.6b, we find a single emitter with g(2)[0] = 0.23±0.02, τ1 = 4.8±0.1 ns,
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Figure 3.6: Nanopillars with SnV− color centers. (a) Nanopillar with a height of
500 nm. (b) Second-order autocorrelation measurement yielding g(2)[0] = 0.23 ± 0.02,
meaning a single SnV− is isolated in a nanopillar.

Figure 3.7: Optical properties. SnV− (a) broadband and (b) high resolution spectra
at 5 K. (c) Photoluminescence excitation measurement of the C transition, revealing a
linewidth of 231.9± 9.5 MHz.

and τ2 = 103±10 ns, which gives rise to a third shelving state as discussed by Iwasaki et al.
[115]. By studying 200 nanopillars we can furthermore estimate that 2% of the nanopillars
contain low-strain single emitters and the conversion efficiency is 0.7%.

Figures 3.7a and b show typical SnV− color center spectra at 5 K with the C and D
zero-phonon lines visible at 620 nm and the phonon sideband at longer wavelengths. Based
on figure 3.7b we estimate the ground-state splitting of the emitter to be 842 GHz, which
indicates minimal strain.

We determine the emitter linewidth via photoluminescence excitation (PLE) experi-
ments by tuning a laser across the otpical transition and collecting the phonon sideband.
The measurement shown in figure 3.7c yields a linewidth of 231.9±9.5 MHz at 1.7 K, while
the lifetime-limited linewidth would be ≈ 42 MHz. Spectral diffusion during the experi-
ment posed challenges to the measurement and likely obscured the actual linewidth of the
emitter. For more detailed information about the SnV− color center as well as studies of a
single SnV− at the presence of magnetic fields, I would like to refer the reader to Ref. [72].
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3.2.2 Site-Controlled Generation of Tin-Vacancy Color Centers

The site-controlled generation of SnV− is a crucial step towards scalable quantum pho-
tonics. While masked [120, 121] and focused ion beam (FIB) implantation [47, 100] al-
low for site-controlled generation, they also introduce damage [45] to the diamond lat-
tice that reduces the optical properties of the emitters. This effect is particularly se-
vere for tin and other larger atoms. High-pressure high-temperature (HPHT) growth
and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth typically result in superior emitter prop-
erties [122, 46, 123, 124, 115, 125, 126]; however, such synthesis techniques do not allow
for site-controlled generation. Therefore, we developed a technique based on shallow ion
implantation and growth (SIIG), which allows us to site-specifically generate high quality
color centers. The process is shown schematically in figure 3.8. After spin-coating ∼ 50 nm
of poly(methyl methacrylate) 950 PMMA A2 we write arrays of square holes in electron-
beam (e-beam) lithography and subsequently develop the chip in a cold isopropanol:water
solution. We then send the masked chip for shallow ion implantation with 120Sn+ ions at
1 keV and a dose of 2× 1013 cm−2. After mask removal we clean the diamond surface with
hydrogen (H2) plasma and subsequently grow a 90 nm layer of diamond via microwave-
plasma CVD (MPCVD, Seki Diamond Systems SDS 5010). The low energy implantation
yields tin ions and lattice damage within ∼ 2 nm of the surface and the H2 plasma removes
unwanted sp2-bonded carbon. Additionally, sp2 bonds are removed during the MPCVD
growth. The creation of new sp3 bonds reconstructs the damaged diamond near the surface
and allows tin atoms to form SnV− centers. With this technique we now have full control
— within the accuracy of e-beam lithography and MPCVD diamond growth — of the color
center location.

An additional benefit originating from the low ion implantation energy is that the
PMMA mask is comparably thin and thus allows for precise location control compared to
other methods [120, 121]. Figure 3.9a shows a photoluminescence map of an array of color
centers created with a mask with 30 nm holes. Color centers are found in 78% of the holes
and we estimate the conversion efficiency to be at least 1% (see Supporting Information of
[48] for details). The color center marked in red, is shown in figure 3.9b.

With SIIG we now have a method at hand that allows for the site-controlled generation of
high quality SnV− color centers. Low implantation energies allow for minimal lattice damage
and thin implantation masks, which — together with control over the color center depth
via growth — ultimately enable the high precision generation of high quality color centers,
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of site-
controlled color center generation.
(i) Electronic grade diamond is
cleaned with tri-acid clean and
etched ∼ 500 nm with O2 plasma.
(ii) Spin-coating ∼ 50 nm of
PMMA. (iii) E-beam lithography.
(iv) 1 keV implantation of 120Sn+

ions. (v) Mask removal. (vi)
Surface clean with H2 plasma and
MPCVD growth of diamond.

Figure 3.9: Array of SnV− color centers. (a) Photoluminescence map from color center
generated with the SIIG method. (b) Spectrum of the color center highlighted in (a).
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which is a major step toward color-center-based quantum photonic circuits in diamond.

3.3 Toward Quantum Photonic Circuits

To test that the optical properties of the diamond color centers do not degrade when in-
corporating them into photonic structures, we fabricate waveguides as shown in figure 3.2a
from material with SiV− and SnV− color centers. For SiV− color centers we performed a
∼ 125 nm deep implantation and subsequent anneal. For SnV− color centers we used the
SIIG technique as described in section 3.2.2. In both chips we find in photoluminescence
measurements that the waveguides host color centers with the typical zero-phonon lines:
figure 3.10a shows the A-D transitions of several SiV− color centers with minimal inhomo-
geneous broadening and Figure 3.10c shows the C and D transitions of SnV− color centers.
In photoluminescence excitation measurements we find that the color centers exhibit nar-
row linewidths of ∼ 250 MHz and ∼ 36 MHz for SiV− (figure 3.10b) and SnV− (figure
3.10d), respectively. The SnV linedwidths are particularly promising as they are on par
with the best linewidths measured by the community [127, 125], which suggests that color
center generation and photonics fabrication methods are compatible with high-quality color
centers. Therefore, the results presented in this chapter look promising for the incorpora-
tion of color centers into more sophisticated photonic devices. Furthermore, site-controlled
generation and color-center-compatible photonics combined provide a clear path forward
for scaling from single color center devices to arrays of color centers connected via diamond
photonic circuits, bringing optical quantum simulation, communication, and transduction
demonstrations within reach.
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Figure 3.10: Diamond color centers in waveguides. Photoluminescence spectrum of
several (a) SiVs− at 5 K using a 720 nm laser and (c) SnVs− at 1.8 K using a 532 nm laser
for excitation. Photoluminescence excitation measurement of (b) the SiV− C transition
yields a ∼ 250 MHz and (d) the SnV− C transition yields a ∼ 36 MHz linewidth.



Chapter 4

4H-Silicon-Carbide-on-Insulator
Photonics

Optical quantum information processing will require highly efficient photonic circuits to
connect quantum nodes on-chip and across long distances. This entails the efficient inte-
gration of optically addressable qubits into photonic circuits, as well as quantum frequency
conversion to the telecommunications band. 4H-Silicon Carbide (4H-SiC) offers unique
potential for on-chip quantum photonics, as it hosts a variety of promising color centers
and has a strong second-order optical nonlinearity. In this chapter, we demonstrate a sin-
gle, monolithic platform for the integration of color centers and efficient optical frequency
conversion. We develop a fabrication process for thin films of 4H-SiC, which are compat-
ible with industry-standard, CMOS nanofabrication. This work provides a viable route
towards industry-compatible, scalable color center-based quantum technologies, including
the monolithic generation and frequency conversion of quantum light on-chip. This chapter
is adapted from [66].

4.1 4H-Silicon Carbide

Silicon carbide — specifically the 4H polytype — is gaining traction as a viable platform
for the realization of spin-based quantum technologies, as it hosts a variety of optically ad-
dressable defects [128] (i.e., color centers) with long spin coherence times [54, 55, 53]. Color
centers like the silicon vacancy (VSi) [129], the divacancy (VCVSi) [130], and the nitrogen
vacancy (NV) [131] are under experimental and theoretical investigation for applications

33
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in solid-state quantum information processing [49, 132, 50, 51, 52, 133, 134] and sensing
[135, 136]. Rapid progress in on-demand, site-controlled single-defect generation in 4H-SiC
using a variety of techniques including proton beam writing [56], masked ion implanta-
tion [57], and laser annealing [58] promises future scalability of color-center-qubit arrays.
Thus, SiC has emerged as an alternative to diamond, the current leading platform for color
center-based quantum technologies [39, 61, 88]. Unique to SiC, however, is the combi-
nation of a strong second-order optical nonlinearity [137, 138], high thermal conductivity
[139], wide band gap, and piezoelectric response [140], which enables integrated quantum
transduction and quantum frequency conversion. To realize such applications, advances in
quantum-compatible integrated SiC photonics are necessary.

A tried-and-true approach for the development of integrated photonic circuits is through
the use of thin films. Silicon wafers were widely available already in the 1970’s, but it was
not until the commercialization of the single-crystal Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) platform in
the 2000’s that integrated silicon photonics took off [41]. High quality crystalline SiC has
been commercially available for decades as a result of investment by the semiconductor
industry. However, it remains an outstanding challenge to demonstrate thin films with
the crystal integrity of sublimation- or homoepitaxially-grown bulk crystal, a critical re-
quirement for scalable quantum photonic architectures. Consequently, although classical
photonics devices have been fabricated in thin-film SiC [141, 142, 62], all realizations of
nanophotonic devices compatible with high-quality color centers have utilized bulk-crystal-
carving techniques [143, 144], which limit the device functionality and limit versatility in
integration with other materials.

In this chapter, we demonstrate a low-loss 4H-Silicon-Carbide-on-Insulator (4H-SiCOI)
photonics platform using a wafer bonding and thinning technique. In contrast with previ-
ous approaches [142, 141, 62], the fabrication process does not compromise the crystalline
integrity of the device layer. This enabled us to show an improvement in quality (Q) factor
by an order of magnitude over previous approaches in 4H-SiC [142]. We observe strongly
enhanced single color centers in high-Q photonic crystal cavities and design the SiC-SiO2

interfaces for low background photoluminescence, thus demonstrating that a SiC platform
enables industry-compatible fabrication of color-center-based quantum photonic devices.
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4.1.1 High Quality Photonics and Color Centers in 4H-SiCOI

The process for fabrication of 4H-Silicon Carbide on Insulator begins with fusion bonding of
bulk 4H-SiC to an oxidized Si handle wafer, followed by thinning and chemical-mechanical
polishing (see Appendix B.1). The resulting material stack is a layer of 4H-SiC on top of
a buried silicon oxide (SiO2) layer on silicon. The dimensions of the device and the buried
oxide layers may be varied arbitrarily, enabling a variety of photonic applications. While in
this work we demonstrate chip-scale 4H-SiCOI, the methodology may also be implemented
at the wafer scale, thus suggesting a pathway towards foundry processing of integrated
quantum photonic devices based on color centers.

Using spatially-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy we observe single color centers
in 4H-SiCOI (figure 4.1a), which has not been possible before in thin-film SiC due to com-
promised crystal quality. The color center characterization is performed after fabricating
micropillars via reactive ion etching to improve the photon collection efficiency [145]. The
inset of figure 4.1a shows a canning electron micrograph (SEM) of a micropillar, and a
typical spectrum of single V1 (h lattice site) and V2 (k lattice site) silicon vacancies (VSi)
[49, 50, 51, 52]. The measurements are performed at a temperature of 5 K in a closed-cycle
cryostat (Montana Instruments), with above-resonant excitation at 740 nm. The color cen-
ter spectra show weak emission into the phonon sideband and minimal background noise,
as reported in bulk 4H-SiC [132, 50]. By recording the fraction of micropillars that contain
an emitter and estimating the micropillar volume, we arrive at an optically active defect
density of 0.1 VSi µm−3. In initial experiments we observed that 4H-SiC is susceptible to a
strong background noise at the SiC-SiO2 fusion bond, as well as at interfaces between SiC
and the plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposited (PECVD) oxide cladding layer. This
noise overwhelmed the emission from color centers and would likely render the platform
unusable for quantum applications. However, we found that a 20 nm thermal oxide layer
grown on SiC prior to bonding or PECVD deposition fully eliminates this undesirable PL,
acting as a buffer against optically active formations at the SiC interface. We thus achieve
the same low-background noise observed in high-purity homoepitaxial bulk crystal [145].

To demonstrate that our 4H-SiCOI approach also enables low loss SiC photonics, we
fabricate microring resonators (figure 4.1b-d). We characterize their optical properties in
a two-waveguide drop-port configuration using a fiber-interferometer-calibrated frequency
scan (see Methods of [66]), as shown in figure 4.1b. Three TE mode families are observed in
rings with diameter 55 µm, width 2.5 µm, and height 350 nm. The maximum quality factor
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Figure 4.1: Color centers and photonics in 4H-SiCOI. a Photoluminescence spectra
of color centers in pillars fabricated in 4H-SiCOI; h-VSi (V1’/V1) and k-VSi (V2) show nar-
row linewidths and low-intensity phonon sidebands. Insets: Scanning electron micrograph
(SEM) of micropillars and corresponding material stack. b SEM of an array of 4H-SiCOI
ring resonators prior to SiO2 encapsulation. c Drop-port spectrum of a ring with diameter
55 µm, where three TE mode families can be seen. A fundamental mode resonance with Q
of 7.8 · 105 is highlighted and shown in d. e Cross section diagram of a completed device
(dimensions not to scale).

(Q factor) of 7.8 · 105 is measured for the fundamental mode, corresponding to propagation
loss of 0.5 dB/cm (calculated using the simulated effective refractive index of the mode).
This is an order of magnitude improvement over the current state of the art in 4H-SiC
waveguides, where material absorption is cited as the limiting factor [142, 62].

4.1.2 Single Silicon Vacancy Coupled to a Nanophotonic Resonator

4H-SiC color centers are promising candidates for optically active solid-state qubits. A
critical requirement for multi-qubit spin-based optical quantum information processing is
the ability to engineer high-fidelity interactions between a single quantum emitter and light.
This can be achieved by placing a quantum emitter into a photonic resonator, thereby
enhancing its interaction with light. The enhancement of the dipole-photon interaction in
a resonator is quantified by the Purcell factor, which scales as Q/V , where Q is the quality
factor and V is the cavity mode volume. Although whispering gallery mode resonators (such
as microring resonators) typically have the highest Q among other nanophotonic devices,
the microring V is also large (∼ 102 (λ/n)3, where λ is the wavelength in vacuum and n

is the refractive index of the material). Thus, to maximize Purcell enhancement, we design
photonic crystal (PhC) nanobeam cavities with a well-localized TE mode and simulated
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Figure 4.2: Light-matter interaction of a single color center with a nanophotonic
resonator. a SEM of a suspended nanobeam array and close-up image of the devices from
above. b Stacked spectra while tuning a nanobeam photonic crystal cavity resonance via
gas condensation through the V1’. Individual color centers are indicated via 1-4. Inset:
While tuning the cavity resonance through V1, we observe minimal enhancement of V1,
which confirms that the dipole moment of the transition is orthogonal to the TE mode of
the cavity. c Lifetime measurements with the cavity on- and off-resonance. Fitted lifetimes
are τoff = 6.66 ns and τon = 2.45 ns. d Spectra extracted from b with the cavity off- and on-
resonance with V1’. e Second-order correlation measurement with the cavity on-resonance
with the V1’ transition of a single emitter, revealing g(2)(0) = 0.08.
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mode volume V = 0.46 (λ/n)3. In our experiments, we measure a maximum cavity Q
factor of 19, 300 corresponding to a Q/V ratio of over three times higher than for previous
approaches in crystalline SiC [143, 144, 146, 147]. In a recent publication [148], cavities
in thin-film SiC in the telecommunications band with a higher Q/V are shown using an
approach similar to ours, with a design that may offer advantages over nanobeam PhC for
color center integration.

Although coupling of 4H-SiC color center ensembles to nanophotonic resonators has
been shown [143], to our knowledge, coupling of single color centers has not been previously
demonstrated. Owing to the low intrinsic defect density in the 4H-SiCOI, we introduce
additional color centers into the fabricated nanobeam PhCs via hydrogen ion implantation
[56] targeting a density of 3 VSi/cavity (see Methods of [66]). Based on the reported
polarization of the optical transitions [51, 50, 49], the primarily in-plane polarized resonator
mode is predicted to couple maximally to the V1’ transition and minimally to the V1 and V2
transitions (for a level diagram of h-VSi, see Supplement of [66]). For our measurements, we
select a PhC cavity with a Q factor of 14, 900 that is blue-shifted from the V1’ transition.
Via Argon gas condensation, we tune the cavity resonance at a rate of 15 GHz/minute
while continuously acquiring PL spectra, with excitation (740 nm wavelength) and detection
aligned spatially to the center of the cavity. The zero-phonon lines (ZPLs) of individual
VSi become selectively Purcell-enhanced while on resonance with the cavity (individual
emitters are labelled 1-4 in figure 4.2b). For further characterization of the coupled emitter-
cavity system, we stabilized the cavity on resonance with emitter 2, which has the best
spatial overlap with the cavity mode and thus the strongest cavity coupling. We excite the
emitter with a 740 nm picosecond pulsed laser and observe that the 6.66 ns off-resonant
optical lifetime is reduced to 2.45 ns when the cavity is on resonance (figure 4.2c). The
luminescence intensity of the emitter, in turn, is enhanced by a factor of 120±10 (figure 4.2d)
compared to off-resonant emission. The complex level structure of V1’ and V1, with many
unknown decay rates, does not allow the extraction of the Purcell factor (F ) from the
lifetime reduction. A simulation of the cavity fields on- and off-resonance (see Supplement
of [66]) suggests that the intensity enhancement is not due to a change in cavity collection
efficiency. Thus, although the lower bound on the Purcell factor from the known decay rates
of VSi is Fmin = 9, the actual Purcell enhancement is likely much higher (see Supplement of
[66]). We verify that the cavity is indeed enhancing a single emitter by measuring the two-
photon autocorrelation, g(2)(τ), shown in figure 4.2e, and observing strong anti-bunching
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Figure 4.3: A conceptual diagram showing two applications that can be readily
implemented with the 4H-SiCOI architecture. a On the left, the realization of spin-
spin entanglement scheme between two emitter-cavity systems. On the right, emission from
a single VSi is delivered to a high-Q triply-resonant ring resonator to achieve frequency
conversion to the telecommunication frequencies. Although for maximum circuit efficiency
it is best to forgo silicon nitride interconnects, this approach may enable short term multi-
qubit integration until near-unity single-qubit yield is attained b Material stack illustration
for the proposed platform.

at zero time delay. A fit to the data using an effective three-level model (see Supplement
of [66]) reveals g(2)(0) = 0.08, confirming single-emitter enhancement.

4.1.3 4H-SiCOI for Foundry-Scale Photonics

In this chapter, we demonstrate that 4H-SiC offers unique capabilities for quantum infor-
mation processing applications: we introduce a 4H-SiCOI material platform that enables
low-loss photonic devices and demonstrate strong enhancement of emission for a single color
center in a nanophotonic cavity. Furthermore, our platform enables the fabrication of mi-
croring resonators for efficient frequency conversion (see chapter 6). This positions SiC as
a leading candidate for foundry-scale solid-state-qubit-based quantum photonics, with fully
integrated, efficient quantum frequency conversion.

The compatibility of thin-film SiC with industry-standard nanophotonics processing
techniques offers the advantage of foundry-based device fabrication, together with complex
optical interconnects and multilayer electrical wiring. This makes the 4H-SiC platform
promising both in the long run — when robust fabrication protocols will be crucial for
large quantum networks — and in the near future, when low device yields shared by all
solid-state quantum photonic platforms may be compensated by device post-selection via
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photonic circuit reconfigurability. The 4H-SiCOI platform enables, for instance, the inte-
gration of quantum nodes post-characterization via the fabrication of silicon nitride optical
interconnects. Critically, the number of qubits in a network is then limited only by the total
number of mutually-compatible nodes on-chip. An example of this technique for a two-qubit
device is illustrated in figure 4.3, where two nanobeams coupled to spectrally-aligned V1’
transitions of single VSi color centers are selected, and silicon nitride interconnects are fab-
ricated to realize on-chip spin-spin coupling via Hong-Ou-Mandel photon interference [51].
The versatility of the fabrication platform also enables sensing based on optically-detected
spin-mechanical resonance in SiC membranes, with promise towards quantum sensing ap-
plications [149, 150], as well as studies of fundamental material properties.



Chapter 5

Quantum-Dot-Nanocavity Strong
Coupling

The strong coupling between a single photon and a single quantum emitter is of substantial
interest for both investigations of the fundamentals of quantum optics as well as poten-
tial applications in optical computing, quantum metrology, and quantum cryptography
[151, 152, 153]. This universality is reflected by the diversity of associated experimental
realizations, ranging from those in atomic physics [154, 155, 156, 157] to superconduct-
ing systems [158, 159] and semiconductor devices [160, 161, 162]. In the solid state, self-
assembled quantum dots (QDs) are the most investigated quantum emitters due to their
strong interaction with light, their nearly transform-limited linewidth [163, 164, 165], and
non-classical photon output [166]. Their solid-state environment also facilitates the integra-
tion into photonic structures [167], which allows for high photon collection efficiencies and
thus the utilization of generated photons in photonic circuits. Optical resonators, in the
form of both micropillar structures [161] and photonic crystal cavities [60], are widely used
to enhance this light-matter interaction. Photonic crystal cavities are especially promis-
ing for on-chip integration of quantum optical circuits due to the convenient fabrication of
integrated waveguide and detector structures [168].

In this chapter, I will present our investigations of a strongly coupled QD-cavity system.
In the strong coupling regime, the coupling strength between emitter and cavity field over-
comes the losses of the system and hybridized light-matter states (polaritons) form. In our
experiments we map out the polariton lifetime dependence on the emitter-cavity detuning
and observe a strong polariton-phonon interaction, which has major implications on the

41
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of a quantum dot (red) coupled to a L3 photonic
crystal cavity.

system’s dynamics. Taking these interactions into account for subsequent experiments en-
ables the coherent control of the system and the generation of non-classical light. We study
the system in the photon blockade regime, where we generate on-demand single photons
with ultrafast emission rates and high photon indistinguishability. Lastly, by tuning the
excitation scheme we can also access the photon-induced tunneling regime, which enables
the generation of multiple photons at a time. This chapter is adapted from the following
references: [169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174]

5.1 Strongly Coupled Quantum-Dot-Cavity Systems

The sample investigated in this chapter consists of a layer of low density InAs QDs grown by
molecular beam epitaxy and is embedded in a photonic crystal L3 cavity [175], as shown in
figure 5.1. The MBE-grown structure consists of an ≈ 900 nm thick Al0.8Ga0.2As sacrificial
layer followed by a 145 nm thick GaAs layer that contains a single layer of InAs QDs.
Our growth conditions result in a typical QD density of (60 − 80)µm−2. Using 100 keV
e-beam lithography with ZEP resist, followed by reactive ion etching and HF removal of the
sacrificial layer, we define the photonic crystal cavity. The photonic crystal lattice constant
was a = 246 nm and the hole radius r ≈ 60 nm. The cavity fabricated is a linear three-hole
defect (L3) cavity with a measured quality factor of Q = 17700. To improve the cavity
quality factor, holes adjacent to the cavity were shifted [176, 177].

The eigenenergies of a QD strongly coupled to an optical cavity, the Jaynes-Cummings-
ladder dressed states, are presented in figure 5.2(a) and derived in chapter 2. They consist of
a series of anticrossing branches that are labeled UPn (LPn) for the upper (lower) polariton,
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Figure 5.2: Strongly coupled QD-cavity systems. (a) Schematic illustration of the
energy structure of a strongly coupled system as given by the Jaynes-Cummings model.
The blue arrow illustrates resonant excitation of UP1, the red arrows show photon decay,
and the purple arrow is the phonon-assisted transfer. (b) Cross-polarized reflectivity spectra
of the coupled QD-cavity system obtained by temperature tuning the QD through the cavity
resonance. An anticrossing of the peaks clearly demonstrates the strong coherent coupling.
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where n is the index of the rung. For n photons in the cavity, the energy is nωa (dashed red
lines), and the energy of the quantum emitter (dotted green line) varies with a detuning
parameter. Because of the coupling, the resulting energy eigenstates are the anticrossing
polariton branches [161, 178, 60].

Experimentally, we can observe the splitting of the lowest-manifold polaritons in cross-
polarized reflectivity [179] through control of the crystal lattice temperature [180]. The
result of such an experiment is presented in figure 5.2(b) and shows a clear anticrossing. A
fit to the data reveals values of g = 12.3 · 2π GHz and κ = 18.4 · 2π GHz. The radiative
lifetime of a QD in a bulk photonic environment is known to be about 1 ns, and thus,
for QDs in photonic crystal cavities, γ is much smaller than κ. Because of the photonic
band gap, γ is further suppressed, and reported values for the continuum mode lifetimes
are around 4-12 ns [181, 182] corresponding to γ ∼ 0.01 · 2π GHz.

5.2 Ultrafast Polariton-Phonon Dynamics

Semiconductor quantum emitters are usually embedded in a crystalline host matrix, result-
ing in strong interactions with phonons. While in many circumstances such interactions
are undesirable, it is also possible to carefully design experiments which benefit from the
presence of phonons. For QD-cavity systems the coupling to phonons and its impact on ap-
plications has been extensively studied in the weakly coupled regime [183, 184]. However,
for strongly coupled systems these effects remain largely unexplored experimentally. As
such systems become increasingly relevant for their potential in building quantum optical
networks, it is essential to develop a solid understanding of the influence that phonons have
on the system dynamics.

In this section of my thesis, I present our investigations on the interaction of a strongly
coupled QD-cavity system with phonons and the impact of this coupling on different schemes
for non-classical light generation. By performing temporally resolved spectroscopy exper-
iments, we map out the detuning-dependent polariton lifetime and extract the spectrum
of the polariton-to-phonon coupling. As a result, we conclude that the high efficiency of
this coupling entails its importance for all applications of strongly coupled solid-state sys-
tems. Understanding this interaction will be instrumental for the following sections sections
5.3, 5.4, and 5.4.3, where we demonstrate coherent control of the polaritons as well as the
generation of non-classical light.
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5.2.1 Polariton Decay Rates

Using the values from section 5.1, we plot the decay rates and radiative lifetimes of the
polariton branches of an ideal Jaynes-Cummings system as a function of the detuning in
figure 5.3a and 5.3b, respectively. In these plots, the red (blue) curve corresponds to
UP1 (LP1), which is more cavity-like (QD-like) for negative and QD-like (cavity-like) for
positive detunings. The decay rates and thus radiative lifetimes exchange over a range that
is determined by g and κ.

In contrast to ideal JC-systems, however, for solid-state systems a phonon-assisted popu-
lation transfer between QD excitons and cavity photons is known to exist [183, 185, 186, 187].
Thus, we sought to determine the true state lifetimes through time-resolved measurements.
The fast cavity decay rate and strong interaction with phonons are expected to result in
significantly shortened lifetimes. Hence, we performed the measurements using pulsed res-
onant excitation and time-resolved detection on a streak camera with sub-5 ps resolution.
In this way, the resonant excitation suppresses the effect of slow carrier relaxation into the
QDs that would influence non-resonant excitation [168]. To avoid exciting higher rungs
of the JC ladder, we pumped the more QD-like polariton branch UP1 (as schematically
illustrated by the blue arrow on the right side of figure 5.2a) with a pulse length that was
carefully chosen to be shorter than the state lifetime but spectrally sharp enough not to
overlap with the other polariton branch. Luminescence was then observed either from this
state directly (red arrow in figure 5.2a) or from the more cavity-like polariton branch after
a phonon-assisted transfer (purple and red arrows in figure 5.2a). The dynamics of this pro-
cess can be simulated using a rate equation model with four rates: radiative recombination
from UP1 (ΓrUP1), radiative recombination from LP1 (ΓrLP1), the phonon-assisted transfer
rate from UP1 to LP1 (Γnrf ), and vice versa (Γnrr ) (for details see supplemental material
of [169]). As shown in figure 5.3c, the spectrally integrated photoluminescence intensity
of a typical time-resolved measurement at a QD-cavity detuning of ∆ = 2.8 g (including
contributions from both decay paths) shows a mono-exponential decay, as expected from
the rate equation model (see supplemental material of [169]). A fit to the data (red line in
figure 5.3c) reveals a decay time of 34.9± 2 ps.

To map out the polariton lifetimes we repeated the time-resolved measurement presented
in figure 5.3c for different detunings in the range ∆ = 0− 11 g. As shown in figure 5.3d, the
resulting lifetime of UP1 increases with increasing detuning. However, the increase occurs
much more slowly than indicated by the rates calculated from the ideal JC model presented
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Figure 5.3: Polariton-phonon dynamics. (a) Decay rates and (b) resulting lifetimes of
the polariton branches as functions of the QD-cavity detuning. (c) Time-resolved spectrally
integrated luminescence intensity at a detuning of ∆ = 2.8 g for excitation of UP1. The
lifetime is extracted from a mono-exponential fit (shown in red). (d) Measured and sim-
ulated lifetime of UP1 as a function of the detuning. (e) Phonon-assisted state transfer
rates extracted from the lifetime at each detuning. (f) Spectrally and temporally resolved
luminescence at a QD-cavity detuning of ∆ = 7 g. The delayed onset of emission from LP1
for resonant excitation of UP1 is consistent with phonon-assisted population transfer.
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in figure 5.3b. For the detunings investigated here, LP1 is more cavity-like and, thus, has a
much shorter radiative lifetime, ranging from 16 ps down to 8 ps as the detuning is increased.
Meanwhile, the ideal JC lifetime for UP1 varies from 16 ps up to almost 1000 ps, while the
measured lifetime of UP1 only increases up to roughly 80 ps. Therefore, a strong phonon-
assisted population transfer from UP1 to LP1 significantly shortens the observed lifetime of
UP1. We model this phonon-assisted population transfer using an effective master equation
derived in a polaron frame with respect to the phonon interaction [187]. A fit to the data
including this model is presented as a red line in figure 5.3d and produces very good overall
agreement with all of the measured data (see supplemental material of [169] for details).
Since the detuning between cavity and QD was controlled by the lattice temperature, the
relative temperature of each detuning was taken into account for these simulations. From
the fit we can extract the phonon-assisted population transfer rates Γnrf and Γnrr . They are
presented in figure 5.3e as red and blue lines, respectively. Near resonance the two rates
are very close due to the elevated temperature of T = 31K. With increasing detuning both
rates decrease, but Γnrr decreases faster than Γnrf due to spontaneous dephasing events.

In order to further corroborate this model of phonon-assisted population transfer we
performed measurements with simultaneous spectral and temporal resolution. The result
of a typical measurement recorded at ∆ = 7 g is presented in figure 5.3f. Two distinct lumi-
nescence peaks are visible. Most importantly the onset of luminescence from LP1 is delayed
with respect to the onset of luminescence from UP1, as population must be transferred be-
fore photons can be emitted. At this detuning, the radiative recombination rate ΓrUP1 is
small compared to the strong phonon-assisted population transfer and subsequent radiative
recombination of LP1 (ΓrLP1). Hence, the strongest luminescence intensity is observed from
LP1 even though UP1 is resonantly excited (for details see supplemental material of [169]).

The presence of phonons represents one of the key distinguishing features of the solid
state. Our investigations presented in this section have laid the groundwork for under-
standing their role in the dynamics of strongly coupled systems. We have mapped out
the detuning-dependent polariton lifetime of a strongly coupled QD-cavity system and ex-
tracted the spectrum of the polariton-to-phonon coupling for QD-cavity detunings up to
11 g. The findings presented in this section are instrumental in understanding the technical
details presented in the following experimental demonstrations of complete coherent control
and non-classical light generation.
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5.3 Complete Coherent Control of Jaynes-Cummings Polari-
tons

Critical for optical quantum information processing is complete coherent control of quantum
emitters, i.e. the ability to drive a quantum emitter from an initial state to an arbitrary
final state. This drive is typically achieved through classical, optical pulse trains with
phase delays. For QDs coherent control has already been widely explored in single charge
carrier spins [188, 189, 190], excitons [191, 192, 193], exciton spins [194, 195, 196] and dark
excitons [197]. Yet, the operational-range and the physical properties of QDs are limited,
in particular low emission rates impede their application as non-classical light sources in
photonic devices. Furthermore, the strength of their coupling to light poses challenges
for the on-chip realization of quantum networks. In contrast, strongly coupled QD-cavity
systems offer highly efficient out-coupling allowing for on-chip integration [181, 198, 199,
200]. However, as discussed theoretically [201], dissipation hindered the complete coherent
control of QD-cavity systems so far. In the following I will discuss how we overcome this
dissipation obstacle and demonstrate complete coherent control of a QD-photonic crystal
cavity system. In experiments supported by simulations, we map out the excitation power
and phase-dependent emission from a polaritonic system and we demonstrate complete
coherent control.

5.3.1 Coherent Control of JC Polaritons

The coherent control of the population of exciton states in self-assembled QDs [192, 202,
203] or of quantum well-microcavity polaritons [204] is routinely performed. However, for
polaritonic states of JC systems, the situation is more complicated due to the higher rungs
of the JC ladder. In particular, for currently achievable system parameters and the QD in
resonance with the cavity, a short-pulsed laser in resonance with the first rung would also
be resonant with higher rungs of the ladder, preventing coherent control of a specific rung
[205]. Moreover, the presence of the higher rungs results in strong coherent scattering of
the excitation laser [170], which would dominate over the signal of interest at excitation
powers needed for coherent control.

We will now explain how we overcome both of these obstacles. To achieve a coherent
interaction with a specific rung, the excitation laser needs to be spectrally narrow enough
to prevent overlap with other rungs. At the same time, the pulse length needs to be shorter
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Figure 5.4: Characteristics of a strongly coupled QD-photonic crystal cavity sys-
tem. (a) Energy level structure of a strongly coupled system resulting from the Jaynes-
Cummings model. Resonant excitation of UP1 is illustrated by a dark blue arrow, while
the spectral width of the excitation pulse is illustrated with a sequence of blue arrows. The
purple arrow illustrates phonon-assisted population transfer between the polariton branches
and the red arrows illustrate radiative recombination. (b) Measurement of the strongly cou-
pled QD-cavity system emission acquired in cross-polarized reflectivity. The QD frequency
is tuned in and out of the cavity resonance by changing the crystal lattice temperature.
(c) Rabi oscillations for resonant excitation of UP1, while detecting emission from LP1.
Quantum optical simulations to the data are shown as a red line.
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than the state lifetime to prevent re-excitation. At zero QD-cavity detuning all resonances of
the JC ladder are very close. The polaritons are a superposition of the bare QD eigenstate
and the bare cavity eigenstate. However, with increased detuning between the QD and
cavity, the energy difference between the two polariton branches within one rung becomes
larger as the polaritons gradually evolve into the bare QD and cavity states [205]. During
the experiments we will focus on detunings of ∆ = 6.75 g and ∆ = 8.5 g. At a detuning of
6.75 g we find UP1 to be approximately 97.9 % QD-like and 2.1 % cavity like, while it is
approximately 98.7 % QD-like and 1.3 % cavity-like at a detuning of 8.5 g. Although the
influence of the cavity seems to be insignificant, the QD-like polariton emits almost only
through the cavity mode. This is due to the Purcell suppression of non-cavity modes and is
true for detunings of up to approximately 60 g [205]. Furthermore, when exciting the QD-
like polaritonic branch with increasing detuning, the overlap with higher rungs decreases.
This is the so-called photon blockade regime (See 2), which will be discussed in detail in
the following sections of my thesis. Another effect of an increased detuning of emitter and
cavity is the increase in lifetime of the more QD-like polariton. This allows for a compromise
between laser spectral width and pulse length to resonantly access the individual polariton
branches (see figures 5.4a and 5.4b).

We exploit the efficient exciton-phonon coupling discussed in section 5.2.1 to avoid the
strong coherent scattering of the excitation laser dominating the resonance fluorescence
signal. Our investigations of the system dynamics [206, 207] have found that the exciton-
phonon coupling leads to a population transfer between the polariton branches [169, 183].
This allows us to monitor the coherent interaction between a laser and the polariton rung
UP1 by monitoring the spectrally-filtered emission from LP1. Intuitively, one would expect
this phonon-assisted emission to be weak. However, for a positive detuning of the QD, the
radiative recombination rate ΓrUP1 of UP1 is strongly Purcell suppressed (as a result of the
photonic bandgap), while the radiative decay rate ΓrLP1 of LP1 is very fast. Therefore, at
detunings of ∆ = 5 − 10 g, where the phonon-assisted population transfer rate from UP1
to LP1 Γnrf is large compared to ΓrUP1, most emission actually occurs from LP1 [169].

In order to further reduce a leakage of the coherently scattered light into our detection
channel, the technique of self-homodyne suppression (SHS) [170] is applied, where we care-
fully adjust polarization and focus to interfere the JC coherently scattered light with light
scattered from above-the-light-line modes destructively.

In the following we will discuss coherent control in the Bloch sphere picture, which is a
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geometrical illustration of a two-level system. In our case the antipodal points of the Bloch
sphere correspond to the ground state and UP1. Through a photon count measurement we
will then infer the position of the Bloch vector, a vector that can point to any superposition
of the two states within the Bloch sphere.

5.3.2 Rabi Oscillations

A fundamental signature of the coherent interaction between laser and polaritons can be
provided by experiments measuring Rabi oscillations. To this end, we perform power-
dependent measurements, where we resonantly excite UP1 while we detect the emission
from LP1 as discussed above. Note that we did not subtract a background from the data,
since the laser light is spectrally separated from the emission of LP1 and thus is excluded
by spectral filtering. A typical measurement for a QD-cavity detuning of ∆ = 6.75 g

with 18 ps long pulses and increasing excitation power is presented in figure 5.4c. Clearly,
strongly damped oscillations are observed.

We drive the system resonantly as illustrated with a blue arrow in figure 5.4a. In the
Bloch sphere this can be described by an excitation pulse inducing a rotation of the Bloch
vector about a rotation axis x. This pulse can generate superpositions of the ground |0〉 and
excited state |1〉=UP1. With increasing excitation power, the Bloch vector is brought all
the way to the excited state and further to the ground state, again. A pulse with the area
of (2m + 1)π, with m = 0, 1, 2, ... results in the excited state yielding maximum emission
from the system, while a pulse with the area of 2mπ results in the ground state yielding
minimum emission.

In order to get a better understanding of the damping mechanisms, we developed a
quantum optical model based on a phenomenological two-level system using the Quantum
Toolbox in PYTHON (QuTiP) [208]. A fit to the data with this model is shown in figure
5.4c as a red line. This simulation reveals that dephasing originating from phonons [193]
and excitation pulses is causing the strong damping observed in the measurements.

5.3.3 Ramsey Fringes

To obtain the system’s coherence properties, we performed two-pulse experiments. For that
purpose, the excitation path was altered as illustrated in figure 5.5a. A 50:50 beamsplitter
divides the excitation pulse, sending one pulse through a linear delay line. This allows for
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variable pulse delays in the ps-regime, while fine tuning of the delay in the fs-regime is
realized with a piezo-controlled retroreflector. Therefore, we are able to excite the system
using two pulses with precise control of the inter-pulse time delay.

From the Rabi oscillations in figure 5.4c, the excitation power for each arm of the
delay line is carefully chosen to be π

2 . Typical results of such a two pulse experiment are
presented in figure 5.5b. Here, the QD-cavity detuning is ∆ = 6.75 g, while the coarse
pulse separation is set to be ∆t ≈ 43 ps and is altered in the range of 0 − 11 fs. Clear
oscillations - Ramsey fringes - are observed. The rotation of the Bloch vector is illustrated
in figure 5.4c. Starting in the ground state, the first π

2 -pulse pivots the Bloch vector about
the rotation axis x resulting in a superposition lying on the equator of the Bloch sphere.
In the rotating frame, the Bloch vector does not precess on the equator. Instead, varying
the time delay of the second π

2 -excitation pulse leads to a phase difference of the excitation
pulses. This introduces another rotation axis x′ that is rotated relative to x. The second
pulse pivots the Bloch vector about x′ and thus, the final state is strongly dependent on
the pulse separation. This dependence can be monitored by detecting the emission from
the excited state. After the arrival of the second excitation pulse, the system can end up
in the excited state corresponding to the maxima in the Ramsey fringes, the ground state
corresponding to the minima (as illustrated in figure 5.4c), or states in between.

To simulate this experiment, we take the measured polariton lifetime (65 ± 5 ps at
∆ = 6.75 g) [169], the damping parameters obtained for the Rabi oscillations (presented
above) and the alternated pulse separation into account. Then we calculate the population
probability of the excited state and plot them as a red line in figure 5.5b.

In order to experimentally determine the dephasing time T ∗2 of our system, we repeat
the Ramsey fringe measurements for coarse pulse separations from 0 ps to > 100 ps. The
evolution of the fringe amplitudes with increasing pulse separation for QD-cavity detunings
of ∆ = 6.75 g and ∆ = 8.5 g are shown in figures 5.4d and 5.4e, respectively.

We extract the dephasing times T ∗2 by fitting the data with an exponential decay func-
tion, resulting in T ∗2 [6.75 g] = 72.09± 5 ps and T ∗2 [8.5 g] = 70.13± 7 ps, respectively.

Using the same model as in figure 5.5b and the experimentally obtained polariton life-
times of 65 ± 5 ps (∆ = 6.75 g) and 71 ± 7 ps (∆ = 8.5 g)[169], we can reproduce the
measured data in simulations. The results are presented as red solid lines in figures 5.5d
and 5.5e. Our simulations reveal that the dephasing time is mainly limited by an excitation
power-dependent and a phonon-induced dephasing [209, 210]. Only for small delay times,
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Figure 5.5: Ramsey fringes of the strongly coupled QD-cavity system. (a) Illustra-
tion of the setup for two-pulse experiments. The separation of the excitation pulses is tuned
with a linear delay line in the ps- and a piezo-controlled retroreflector in the fs-regime. (b)
Ramsey fringes obtained by detecting emission from LP1 while exciting UP1 with two π

2
pulses, separated by ∆t ≈ 43 ps and altered by 0 − 11 fs. Simulations to the data are
shown as a red line. (c) Illustration of the Bloch sphere with |0〉 as the ground state and
UP1 as the excited state. Under two-pulse excitation, the Bloch vector gets rotated about
the x axis onto the equator by the first π

2 -pulse (illustrated in red). The phase difference
between the first and the second excitation pulse introduces a new rotation axis x′ (green
dashed line), which is rotated relative to x and the second π

2 -pulse rotates the Bloch vector
about this axis x′ (illustrated in orange). Evolution of the amplitude of Ramsey fringes for
QD-cavity detunings of (d) ∆ = 6.75 g and (e) ∆ = 8.5 g with increasing pulse separation.
The red lines represent simulations to the data, based on measured lifetimes (see section
5.2) of 65±5 ps and 71±7 ps, respectively. An exponential fit of the decay reveals dephasing
times of T ∗2 [6.75 g] = 72.09± 5 ps and T ∗2 [8.5 g] = 70.13± 7 ps.
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Figure 5.6: Complete coherent control of the strongly coupled QD-photonic crys-
tal cavity system. (a) Excitation power and inter-pulse separation dependent measure-
ment for a coarse pulse separation of 40 ps. (b) Quantum optical simulation of complete
coherent control, showing excellent agreement with the experimental data. The emission
intensity of the data resulting from experiment and simulation share the same colorscale.

the measured amplitudes are smaller than the simulated ones. The mismatch for small pulse
separations between data and simulation may result from the interference of the excitation
pulses when they overlap in time. Although the model takes this into account, it is not
perfectly consistent with the data, probably due to the experimentally limited stability of
the phase, which is extremely sensitive when the pulses overlap.

5.3.4 Complete Coherent Control

We now turn our attention to complete coherent control of the polariton on the Bloch
sphere. To this end, we perform experiments in which we vary both, the excitation power
and phase difference in a two-pulse experiment.

In figure 5.6a we present the measured emission from LP1 under resonant excitation
of UP1 with two pulses. The pulse separation in this measurement is set to ≈ 40 ps and
altered by 0− 11 fs, while the excitation pulse powers are independently increased.

The data clearly reveals first-order maxima at an excitation power of π
2 per pulse,

followed by minima at an excitation power of π per pulse. We note here that resolving the
second-order maxima with sufficient contrast is difficult, since the strong power-dependent
damping resulting from the polariton-phonon coupling increases with the laser power. This
effect originates from the hybridization of the polariton levels. With increasing excitation
power higher rungs start to mix with UP1, opening up channels for more phonon interaction
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within the system [169]. Another effect reducing the visibility of the second-order maxima
is a small sample drift in the He flow cryostat during the measurement time of > 30 min.
The optimal alignment to achieve strong SHS is quite delicate, therefore the effect of SHS
is slowly reduced. In addition to that, the excitation and detection efficiency suffer from
the drift.

Again, we can explain the experiment in the Bloch sphere picture: Depending on the
excitation power, the first pulse will rotate the Bloch vector to a corresponding superposition
of ground and excited state. The phase difference between the pulses allows the second pulse
to rotate the Bloch vector across the sphere and ultimately we can access any point on the
Bloch sphere by varying the excitation power. Thus, we achieved complete coherent control
of the strongly coupled system, as the whole Bloch sphere can be accessed with an excitation
power of π per pulse, which corresponds to the first-order minima in our measurements.
Our QuTiP simulations agree with our experimental findings and are presented in figure
5.6b.

5.3.5 Summary

In this section I presented our work on coherent optical control of a QD strongly coupled to a
photonic crystal cavity. The strong exciton-phonon interaction within the system facilitates
a population transfer from UP1 to LP1, which significantly increases the emission rates
and allows for sophisticated excitation-detection schemes. Using a cross-polarized setup
combined with spectral filtering and self-homodyne suppression allowed us to infer the
population of the polariton state after the interaction with one or two short optical pulses.

With the observation of Rabi oscillations, we provide fundamental confirmation of the
coherent interaction between the laser and a polaritonic state. Moreover, we successfully
demonstrate Ramsey fringes and complete coherent control of on-chip integrated photonic
crystal cavity polariton-based quantum optical systems. Compared to QDs alone, we can
benefit from all advantages of the QD-photonic crystal cavity system, such as the strong
coupling to light, short lifetimes and the efficient photonic interface [181, 174, 60, 211, 212],
while we retain full access to the Bloch sphere. In the following, we will now harness this
coherent drive of the polaritonic rungs for non-classical light generation.
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5.4 Non-Classical Light Generation

The generation of non-classical states of light for applications such as quantum comput-
ing [213], quantum key distribution [214, 215, 59, 216], or quantum lithography [217] and
metrology [218] has been extensively investigated for quantum dots (QDs) [219, 220] due to
their large optical dipole moment, discrete optical transitions, and nearly Fourier transform
limited linewidth. Examples of quantum optical landmark experiments with QDs are the
generation of indistinguishable photons [221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226], entangled photon
pairs [227, 228, 229, 230] and the observation of Mollow triplets [231, 232]. For off-chip
applications a high photon-extraction efficiency is desirable, which can be achieved by em-
bedding the QD into a resonator with strong vertical emission. For example, QDs have
been embedded in micropillar cavities [221, 222] that also Purcell enhance the emission rate
for fast photon extraction. Utilizing resonant excitation of such structures, highly indistin-
guishable photon generation has recently been demonstrated [233, 234, 235]. However, any
potential quantum light source must be efficiently integrated with a resonator for effective
use in a practical quantum network. Towards this goal, we will demonstrate in the following
that strongly coupled QD-photonic crystal resonator systems [236, 181, 60] are capable of
high-fidelity single-photon generation with superior generation rates [237, 169, 174]. Im-
portantly, such systems are promising for on-chip geometries, since they can be integrated
into optical circuits due to their efficient coupling to waveguides [238] and on-chip detec-
tors [239, 240]. Furthermore, their promising potential for indistinguishable photon and
multi-photon generation has yet to be experimentally investigated.

In this context, we investigate the coherent interaction of a pulsed excitation laser with
the first and second polaritonic rung of a detuned QD-nanocavity system. We present
frequency-filtered correlation measurements under resonant excitation at different QD-
cavity and laser detunings. Our experiments show that we can generate super-Poissonian
photon distributions in the photon-induced tunneling regime and a sub-Poissonian photon
distribution in the photon blockade regime. In the latter regime we also demonstrate that
the generated photons are indistinguishable.

5.4.1 Pulse-Length-Dependent Photon Blockade

Having mapped out the detuning-dependent polariton lifetimes of the strongly coupled QD-
cavity system (see section 5.2) we can now apply this knowledge to applications where the
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lifetime is critical. One of the most remarkable applications of strongly coupled systems
is photon blockade [151, 199], in which a laser pulse is tuned to the first rung of the JC-
ladder and (due to the anharmonicity) is not resonant with higher transitions up the ladder.
Therefore, the probability of coupling a single photon through the system is enhanced over
that of multi-photon states, which results in a transmitted light beam that has a strong
non-classical character. The fidelity of this process for the generation of single photons
is inherently limited due to the linewidth of the polariton branches. Nevertheless, it was
recently shown that in a strongly coupled system that is detuned by a few g, not only the
purity but also the efficiency of single photon generation increases [205]. As we will see,
photon blockade depends crucially on the polariton lifetimes, especially in the detuned case.

To quantify the non-classical character of the photocount distribution, we use its mea-
sured degree of second-order coherence for zero time delay [241, 242, 243]

g(2)(0) = 〈n(n− 1)〉
〈n〉2

(5.1)

computed from expectations of the measured photocount distribution, where n signifies the
number of detections (the number of photons per pulse emitted from the source). Only
non-classical light sources may have a second-order coherence g(2)(0) < 1, and g(2)(0) = 0
is measured exclusively for pulses with single-photon-like character. Owing to a cavity
lifetime much shorter than the timing jitter of the single photon counters, measurements
of g(2)(0) on our system can only be performed under pulsed excitation; this experimental
configuration is anyways required for on-demand applications. Hence, the choice of pulse
length forces a compromise between frequency resolution (reducing the overlap of different
rungs) and the likelihood of re-excitation of the system. In other words, if the laser pulses are
too long the system will be re-excited during the interaction with a single pulse, reducing
the non-classical character of the transmitted light. On the other hand, pulses with a
shorter duration are spectrally broader, resulting in a larger overlap with higher rungs.
With increasing detuning between QD and cavity resonances, the lifetime of the emitter-
like (cavity-like) polariton branch increases (decreases). Therefore, in order to obtain the
strongest photon blockade the pulse length has to be chosen according to the detuning-
dependent polariton lifetime.

To test this hypothesis we performed measurements of g(2)(0) using a Hanbury Brown
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Figure 5.7: Detuned photon blockade.(a) Measured second-order coherence g(2)(0) as
a function of the laser detuning for different QD-cavity detunings (top to bottom) and
excitation pulse lengths (left to right). In each case, the red vertical line indicates the bare
cavity frequency, the green vertical line indicates the bare QD frequency, and the black
vertical lines indicate the polariton frequencies. (b-c) Simulated photon blockade values of
g(2)(0) as a function of the laser detuning and pulse length including (b) and excluding (c)
the effect of phonons, both at a QD-cavity detuning of ∆ = 4 g.
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and Twiss (HBT) type experiment [219] for different QD-cavity detunings (and thus po-
lariton lifetimes) and pulse lengths. Figure 5.7a shows g(2)(0) as a function of the laser
detuning for pulse lengths1 of 17 ps on the left and 55 ps on the right, and detunings of
∆ = 0 g, ∆ = 2 g and ∆ = 4 g from top to bottom. At ∆ = 0 both pulse lengths result in a
symmetric curve with photon blockade dips of g(2)(0) < 1 for laser detunings between g and
2 g, where g is the emitter-field coupling. We measure a minimum g(2)(0) = 0.88± 0.03 for
17 ps pulses and g(2)(0) = 0.93± 0.03 for 55 ps pulses. Due to the short polariton lifetime
of 16 ps at ∆ = 0 the longer pulses result in an increased likelihood of re-excitation during
the presence of a single pulse, which leads to a higher value of g(2)(0) in photon blockade.
We note that since the radiative recombination rates are very fast when the QD and the
cavity are in resonance, phonons have only a minor effect in this case (see supplemental
material of [169] for simulations and details).

With increasing detuning the fidelity of photon blockade increases as expected [205], and
for ∆ = 4 g (bottom plots of figure 5.7a) we measure values as low as g(2)(0) = 0.44± 0.07
for 17 ps pulses and g(2)(0) = 0.34± 0.07 for 55 ps pulses. In particular, due to the longer
polariton lifetime at ∆ = 4 g, we observe a lower value of g(2)(0) for the longer pulses. Here,
re-excitation limits the minimum of the second-order coherence for the long pulses, while
spectral overlap with transitions to higher rungs limits the minimum for the short pulses.

To explain this finding we performed quantum optical simulations using the Quantum
Optics Toolbox in Python (QuTiP) [208] based on the Quantum Regression Theorem [205].
The results of these simulations are presented in figure 5.7b-c. The figures show g(2)(0) as a
function of the laser detuning and pulse length for ∆ = 4 g, both including (figure 5.7b) and
excluding (figure 5.7c) phonon-assisted population transfer. In both cases, with increasing
pulse length the photon blockade dip narrows down (as seen in the experiment) due to
the improved spectral resolution of longer pulses. Moreover, the minimum value of g(2)(0)
decreases due to the decreased overlap with higher rungs (as well as the other polaritonic
branch) before increasing due to re-excitation for too-long pulses. As can be seen by com-
paring figure 5.7b with figure 5.7c, the phonon-induced reduction of the polariton lifetime
means that the deepest photon blockade dip is observed at a shorter pulse length when
phonons are included, and the corresponding minimum g(2)(0) values are a little higher.
The simulations are in very good overall agreement with the measurements presented in fig-
ure 5.7a, and they highlight the importance of taking phonon-assisted transfer into account

1All pulse lengths are quoted as full-width half-maximum throughout the chapter.
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when selecting the optimal pulse length.

5.4.2 Single-Photon Generation in the Photon Blockade Regime

As discussed above, we have to consider phonon assisted coupling between dressed ladder
eigenstates, as it has a strong impact on the properties of single photon generation. As
schematically illustrated in figure 5.8(b), photon blockade occurs if the laser is resonant
with the first rung of the JC-ladder (solid blue upward arrow) but not resonant with higher
rungs of the ladder due to its anharmonicity. In this configuration, only single photons
can be transmitted. Due to the fast dissipation rates of nanophotonic systems, we’ve seen
in the previous section that a detuning between QD and cavity of a few g is essential
for high-fidelity single photon generation; based on this study, we have chosen an optimal
detuning of 3.5g. The pulse length of the excitation laser has to be chosen to be significantly
smaller than the state lifetime to minimize re-excitation during the presence of the excitation
pulse [237, 169]. At the same time, the pulse needs to be spectrally narrow to avoid
unnecessary overlap with subsequent climbs up the ladder. We determined an optimal
compromise at 25 ps which is smaller than the state lifetime of 48.5 ps at this detuning.
A typical transmission spectrum obtained in this configuration with an excitation pulse
area of π [172] is presented in figure 5.8(a). The signal is composed of three contributions:
emission from the resonantly excited UP1 (schematically illustrated by a solid blue arrow in
figure 5.8(b)), phonon-assisted emission from LP1 (schematically illustrated as dashed red
arrow in figure 5.8(b)) and coherent scattering of the excitation laser. We note here that in
this configuration coherent scattering of the excitation laser would normally dominate the
signal. However, in our case it is largely suppressed due to a self-homodyne suppression
(SHS) effect that results from interference of light scattering from the cavity and continuum
modes of the photonic crystal [170]. The relative intensities of UP1 and LP1 are mainly
given by the ratio of the (detuning dependent) radiative transition rate ΓrUP1 and the
phonon-assisted transfer rate Γnr (illustrated by a curved orange arrow in figure 2b).

We now investigate the quantum character of the emission through measurements of the
degree of second-order coherence. The result of a measurement without spectral filtering
(similar to our previous bockade results) is presented in figure 5.8(c) and results in a value
of g(2)

D (0) = 0.263± 0.008. This value is nonzero mainly due to an imperfect suppression of
the coherently scattered laser light. Furthermore, the ratio of pulse length (25 ps) to state
lifetimes (48.5 ps) allows for some probability of re-excitation.
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Figure 5.8: Photon block-
ade regime: (a) Spectrum
of the strongly coupled system
at ∆ = 3.5g and resonant ex-
citation of UP1 with a 25 ps
long pulse. (b) Illustration of
the JC-ladder. The excitation
laser is resonant with UP1
(depicted with a solid blue up-
ward arrow) but not resonant
with higher climbs up the lad-
der. Following excitation of
UP1, possible recombination
channels are from UP1 to the
ground state (solid blue down-
ward arrow) or from LP1 to
the ground state (dashed red
arrow) via a phonon-assisted
population transfer from UP1
to LP1 (curved orange ar-
row). (c-f) Correlation mea-
surement of the (c) unfiltered
signal, revealing g

(2)
D (0) =

0.263 ± 0.008, (d) filtered
emission from UP1 (indicated
in blue on the left in (a)),
revealing g

(2)
D (0) = 0.162 ±

0.016, (e) filtered emission
from LP1 (indicated in red
on the right in (a)), reveal-
ing g

(2)
D (0) = 0.063 ± 0.010

and (f) cross-correlation be-
tween UP1 and LP1, revealing
g

(2)
D (0) = 0.079± 0.018.
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Next, we present frequency filtered measurements using a spectrometer with a resolution
of 5 · 2π GHz as a spectral filter. The result for filtering on the UP1 emission (indicated in
blue on the left in figure 5.8(a)) is presented in figure 5.8(d) and shows values of g(2)

D (0) =
0.162± 0.016. The result for filtering on the LP1 emission (indicated in red on the right in
figure 5.8(a)) is presented in figure 5.8(e) and shows g(2)

D (0) = 0.063±0.010. Both values are
smaller than the unfiltered measurement due to a reduced contribution of the coherently
scattered component. However, since the LP1 emission is spectrally detuned from the laser,
the measured value of g(2)

D (0) is lowest in this case.
In order to determine the relationship between photons emitted at the LP1 and UP1

frequencies, we performed cross-correlation measurements using two spectrometers as spec-
tral filters in front of the two detectors of our HBT setup. The result of a cross-correlation
measurement between UP1 and LP1 is presented in figure 5.8(f) and shows clear antibunch-
ing with a measured degree of second-order coherence of g(2)

D (0) = 0.079±0.018. This value
is in between the values obtained for UP1 and LP1, which is consistent with our attri-
bution of non-zero g(2)

D (0) to coherent laser scattering. Most importantly, it demonstrates
that after exciting UP1, emission of a single photon occurs either at the UP1 energy or
phonon-mediated via LP1. We also note here that measurements with longer pulses showed
qualitatively the same behavior but with higher values of g(2)

D (0) due to an enhanced prob-
ability of re-excitation.

To support our interpretation of the data, we developed a model based on the measured
lifetimes of UP1 and LP1. In our model, the system is initialized to the excited state
UP1 and then decays via two independent channels, which thus would have zero self- or
cross-correlation between intensities. In rate equation form, the model is given by:

d

dt

(
PUP 1(t)
PLP 1(t)

)
=
(
−
(
Γr

UP 1+Γnr
f

)
Γnr

r

Γnr
f −(Γr

LP 1+Γnr
r )

)
·
(
PUP 1(t)
PLP 1(t)

)
, (5.2)

where PUP1(t) and PLP1(t) are the population of UP1 and LP1, respectively. The rates
used in the model are the radiative recombination rate ΓrUP1 from UP1 and ΓrLP1 from LP1
and the phonon-assisted transfer rates from UP1 to LP1 (Γnrf ) and vice versa (Γnrr ). Using
this model and the measured rates, we calculate that 52.0 % of the emission occurs from
LP1. A fit to the data of figure 5.8(a) (shown in the Appendix C of [173]) shows that
53.8 % of the emission occurs at the frequency of LP1. The agreement between theory and
experiment demonstrates that our model is self-consistent.
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Figure 5.9: Resonantly excited strongly coupled system. Typical spectrum for res-
onantly exciting UP1 with a 16 ps long pulse at a QD-cavity detuning of ∆ = 4.5 g and
in the presence of self-homodyne suppression. The red shaded region indicates the spectral
filter used in subsequent experiments.

5.4.3 Ultrafast Generation of Highly-Indistinguishable Photons

In the previous sections of this chapter we demonstrated the ultrafast, high-fidelity gen-
eration of single photons, which is an extension of previous non-classical light generation
demonstrations with strongly coupled systems [151, 199, 205, 169]. However, the strongly
dissipative nature of such systems has so far obscured the generation of indistinguishable
photons. In this part of my thesis, we demonstrate that interference, which is intrin-
sic to photonic crystal cavities, can be used to overcome this strongly dissipative nature
and tune quantum statistics. Specifically, we show that this self-homodyne suppression
(SHS) effect [170] can be used to interferometrically reject the coherent scattering off a
dissipative Jaynes-Cummings system and isolate the non-classical component of the emit-
ted light. While our experimental approach is tailored to photonic crystal cavities, self-
homodyne suppression as a tool for engineering quantum statistics is widely applicable to
other Jaynes-Cummings systems. Here, we demonstrate the robust and ultrafast generation
of highly-indistinguishable photons from strongly coupled quantum dot-photonic crystal res-
onator systems with state-of-the-art indistinguishability and generation rates. Additionally,
this approach circumvents the temperature limit, set by phonon-dephasing, in all previous
solid-state approaches [221, 225, 226] while also facilitating on-chip integration.
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Experiment

As discussed in previous sections, we operate the QD-cavity system in the strong coupling
regime and take advantage of the photon blockade regime as well as self-homodyne suppres-
sion. Here, the suppression results from destructive interference between the light scattered
from the fundamental cavity mode and the continuum above-the-light-line modes, leading
to Fano-like resonances [244]. This effect can be used to significantly suppress JC coherent
scattering of the excitation laser in detuned QD-cavity systems and extract the incoherent
spectrum [170]. To reach SHS, we optimized the excitation conditions (focus and polariza-
tion) for the suppression of coherent scattering. The pulse length is chosen to be only 16 ps
to minimize re-excitation. The resulting spectrum (see figure 5.9) exhibits three distinct
features: emission from the resonantly excited QD-like UP1, phonon-assisted emission from
the cavity-like LP1 and self-homodyne suppressed JC coherently scattered laser light. The
last one is strongest on the sides of the UP1 peak due to a spectral dependence of SHS that
results from the wavelength-dependent phase shift of the JC coherently scattered light.

To investigate the single-photon generation and photon indistinguishability under reso-
nant excitation of UP1 (figure 5.8d), we measure photon correlations between the outputs
of a fiber-based Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometer (figure 5.10a, see details in the Supple-
mentary Information of [174]). Here, we excite the system with double pulses that each have
a pulse area of π (see supplementary information of [174]) and a time delay T1 = 1.9 ns that
matches the delay of the interferometer. First, we perform experiments without spectral fil-
tering. The result (figure 5.10b) is a pattern of five peaks separated by T1 and repeated with
the repetition rate of the laser (80 MHz). Due to the quantum character of the emission, the
three centre peaks around zero time delay are attenuated [221]. Note that the asymmetry
of the five peaks results from the imperfect reflectivity to transmittivity ratios of the second
beamsplitter in the fiber-coupled implementation (see Supplementary information of [174]
for details). To quantitatively analyze the data we bin the counts in a time window of
384 ps about the peaks (figure 5.10b datapoints). A fit to the data (blue columns in figure
5.10c) allows for extraction of the measured degree of second-order coherence g(2)[0] and
first-order coherence |g(1)[0]| between two subsequent pulses. The extracted values of the fit
are g(2)[0] = 0.24 ± 0.03 and |g(1)[0]|2 = 0.25 ± 0.03. In the literature, when analyzing the
attenuation of the center peak instead of |g(1)[0]|2, a quantity v is often stated and defined
as the single-photon mode overlap. However, this parameter v would only correspond to the
single-photon mode overlap for pulses of perfect single-photon character (g(2)[0] = 0). The
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limited fidelity of the measurement can be understood by recalling the emission spectrum
presented in figure 5.9. The imperfect suppression of the JC coherently scattered light lim-
its g(2)[0], while the phonon-assisted emission from LP1 limits |g(1)[0]|2 due to excitation
timing jitter.

To increase the fidelity of indistinguishable photon generation through photon block-
ade, we now employ spectral filtering. Therefore, we repeat the correlation measurement
while filtering on the UP1 emission, as indicated by the red shaded region in figure 5.9.
The result of this experiment with a filter bandwidth of 2π · 10 GHz is presented in figure
5.10d as empty diamonds. A fit (red columns) extracts values of g(2)[0] = 0.05 ± 0.04 and
|g(1)[0]|2 = 0.96± 0.05. Note that this bandwidth is much larger than the linewidth of the
UP1 emission. Therefore, the improvements result only from eliminating imperfect sup-
pression of JC coherently scattered light and phonon-assisted emission from LP1 and not
from filtering with a bandwidth smaller than spectral diffusion of the QD. In both cases,
frequency filtered and unfiltered we confirmed the extracted values of g(2)[0] in second-order
correlation measurements and obtained similar values. Our metrics are competitive with
the best values obtained from QDs so far [223, 224, 233, 234]. The UP1 state lifetime in our
experiment of 55 ps (measured at this detuning [169]) paves the way for on-chip generation
rates over an order of magnitude faster than bulk QDs and slightly faster than those in
micropillar resonators [233, 234, 235]. However, micropillar resonators are optimized for
photon extraction leading to higher count rates and they also do not require spectral fil-
tering. Nevertheless, as discussed above the photonic crystal platform facilitates scalable
on-chip architectures and in this platform, its near unity coupling efficiency to waveguides
matters over its emission profile. Finally, the measurements presented here have been per-
formed at a relatively high temperature of approximately 30 K, directly contrasting with
the best previously reported HOM interference visibility of < 40% at such a temperature
[226]. This difference can be understood from interaction with the high-temperature phonon
bath: In bulk, the interaction with phonons results in dephasing of the emission which re-
duces the first-order coherence. Meanwhile in a strongly coupled system, the interaction
with phonons leads to a population transfer from UP1 to LP1 [169], spectrally removing
the dephased emission from the detection channel and ensuring robust high-fidelity opera-
tion. Thus, we have investigated indistinguishable photon generation in a dephasing regime
unlike all previous experiments and found that this region is highly beneficial for photon
indistinguishability.
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Figure 5.10: Indistinguishability measurements. a, Schematic illustration of the setup
used to extract Hong-Ou-Mandel interference. b, Measured correlation function of the
emission using the same excitation conditions as in figure 5.9. Due to the quantum character
of the light, the amplitude of the three centre peaks surrounding zero time delay is reduced.
c, Amplitudes around zero delay obtained from binning the data presented in b with a
temporal width of 384 ps about the centre of each peak (represented as diamond datapoints).
The error bars result from the

√
N variation of the photocount distribution. Fits to the data

are presented as blue columns and reveal g(2)[0] = 0.24 ± 0.03 and |g(1)[0]|2 = 0.25 ± 0.03.
d, Same as c but under spectral filtering of the emission from UP1, resulting in g(2)[0] =
0.05± 0.04 and |g(1)[0]|2 = 0.96± 0.05
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Theory

To corroborate our finding that the combination of SHS and spectral filtering results in
high-fidelity generation of indistinguishable photons we performed quantum optical simu-
lations (see supplementary information of [174]). The simulated emission spectrum using
the measured system parameters and excitation with a π pulse is presented in figure 5.11a
without (blue) and with optimized (black) SHS (see supplementary information of [174] for
details). Only when including SHS is the spectrum in extremely good qualitative agreement
with the experimentally measured one. To demonstrate the impact of SHS on the single-
photon character of the emission, we simulate g(2)[0] as a function of the SHS strength
without (figure 5.11b black) and with (figure 5.11b red) spectral filtering of the emission
from UP1. Here, the parameter α denotes the intensity of the continuum-mode scattered
contribution. In both cases, a clear dip in values of g(2)[0] very close to the measured values
is obtained, with much lower g(2)[0] for the filtered system. Moreover, at the point of best
suppression, the simulations reveal that the average number of photons exiting the system
per pulse is unity.

To investigate photon indistinguishability, we calculate the g(2)
HOM [0] second-order cross

correlation discussed in the original Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) paper [245]. Here, correlations
between the output ports of a beamsplitter are simulated while two identical systems feed
the input ports. It is important to note that in contrast to the often-confused statements
in the literature, in this configuration the dip in the correlation g

(2)
HOM [0] is different than

the dip of the center peak of the figure 5.10a MZ implementation (see Supplementary
information of [174] for details). This distinction is important because the MZ scheme is now
predominantly used to experimentally characterize single-photon source indistinguishability
in our and other experiments. Here, an important result of our work is that the HOM
configuration shows a dip of

g
(2)
HOM [0] = 1

2g
(2)[0] + 1

2
[
1− |g(1)[0]|2

]
(5.3)

while the MZ zero delay dip reduces to:

g
(2)
MZ [0] = 2

3g
(2)[0] + 1

3
[
1− |g(1)[0]|2

]
(5.4)

Therefore, the two are equal only for g(2)[0] = 0 and g(1)[0] = 1. To visualize this difference,
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Figure 5.11: Quantum optical simulations. a, Simulated spectrum for resonant excita-
tion of UP1 by a 16 ps long π pulse at a QD-cavity detuning ∆ = 4.5 g, with and without
SHS. b, g(2)[0] (second-order coherence) for the excitation conditions of a (resonant ex-
citation of UP1) as a function of the SHS tuning parameter with and without spectral
filtering on UP1 (red region in a). c-d, g(2)

HOM [0] as a function of the filtering wavelength
excluding (c) and including (d) SHS. Only the central wavelength of the filer changes, but
bandwidth remains the same. The shaded area below the curves visualizes 1

2(1− |g(1)[0]|2)
while the white area visualizes 1

2g
(2)[0]. Green lines denote the non-classical threshold. All

wavelengths are referenced to that of the bare cavity.
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we look at our experimentally obtained values of g(2)[0] and |g(1)[0]|2 discussed above. For
the frequency filtered case we obtain g

(2)
HOM [0] = 0.045± 0.045 and g

(2)
MZ [0] = 0.047± 0.043

while for the unfiltered case we obtain g
(2)
HOM [0] = 0.495 ± 0.03 and g

(2)
MZ [0] = 0.41 ± 0.03.

In the filtered case, the difference is small due to the comparable values of g(2)[0] and
1 − |g(1)[0]|2 but in the unfiltered case the difference is significant. Nevertheless, when
extracting g(2)[0] and |g(1)[0]|2, it is possible to directly compare the values obtained from
the two different methods, as well as simulations and experiment.

The results of the HOM simulations are presented in figures 5.11c and 5.11d excluding
and including SHS, respectively. The figures show g

(2)
HOM [0] against the filtering wavelength,

as solid lines. The area below the line is decomposed into 1
2(1 − |g(1)[0]|2) (shaded) and

1
2g

(2)[0] (white). Without SHS only a weak dip at the wavelength of LP1 is observed.
However, it is barely non-classical since at this wavelength the emission is phonon-mediated
and, thus, subject to strong excitation timing jitter which is reflected in the low value of
|g(1)[0]|2. In contrast, when including SHS, a strong dip at the filtered wavelength of UP1
is observed with values of g(2)[0] = 0.05 and |g(1)[0]|2 = 0.86, in excellent agreement with
the experimentally measured values.

5.4.4 n-Photon Generation in the Photon-Induced Tunneling Regime

In the previous sections of this chapter we thoroughly investigated the generation of single
photons in the photon blockade regime. However, the nonlinear ladder of hybridized po-
laritonic states should also enable transmitted light with a super-Poissonian photon count
distribution [151, 246, 237, 169, 199] in the photon-induced tunneling regime. The genera-
tion of multi-photon pulses with n photons, where n > 1 [247], has so far been obscured by
the highly-dissipative nature of nanophotonic systems. Here, we overcome this obstacle by
combining self-homodyne interference [170] with a finite emitter-cavity detuning in order to
more effectively resolve multi-photon emission [248] from a solid-state nanocavity system.

To this end, we investigate frequency filtered photon statistics from a detuned strongly
coupled system, with the laser tuned to a multi-photon resonance of the Jaynes-Cummings
system [249]. As discussed in chapter 5, the photon-induced tunneling describes the en-
hanced probability of a multi-photon transmission for an excitation laser tuned in between
the polaritons of the first rung. This configuration is schematically illustrated by the solid
green arrows in figure 5.12(b) and known to result in super-Poissonian counting statistics
of the transmitted light [151, 246, 237, 169]. Although two-, three- and higher n- photon
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resonances are located quite close in frequency, we expect to observe mainly effects from
two-photon excitation. Because n-photon resonance transition rates scale with the n-th or-
der of the laser power, we expect that for the relatively low powers used in the experiment,
the two-photon resonance will completely dominate the emission statistics.

For nanophotonic systems in the photon-tunneling regime, the transmission is domi-
nated by coherent scattering of the laser and the probability P (n) of obtaining n photons
in a transmitted pulse only slightly deviates from a coherent beam. Especially in the de-
tuned tunneling regime, this coherent scattering completely dominates the emission even
for arbitrarily low powers. As can be seen from the gray dashed line in figure 5.12(a), the
cavity strongly reflects the laser pulse as to obscure the interesting quantum light emission.
Therefore to observe non-trivial emission statistics it is critical to employ a self-homodyning
interference in order to remove the unwanted coherently scattered light [170].

Utilizing this SHS effect, a typical spectrum obtained at a detuning of ∆ = 5.2g with
a pulse length of 25 ps and the excitation laser in resonance with the second rung (for
two-photon excitation) is presented in figure 5.12(a) as gray circles. The data is fitted
with a quantum optical model (solid black line), that we will discuss later. Similar to the
photon blockade case, the emission contains three components: emission at the UP1 energy,
emission at the LP1 energy and coherent scattering from the laser. Here, the detuning is
chosen large enough to separate the three components while keeping it small enough to lend
oscillator strength from the cavity to enable multi-photon excitation of higher rungs.

We drive the multi-photon tunneling process that is schematically illustrated in fig-
ure 5.12(b): After populating UP2 via a two-photon excitation (two solid green arrows)
the system mainly relaxes into UP1 emitting a photon at the LP1 frequency with the
rate κ. From there it decays either through emission of a photon at the UP1 frequency
with the rate ΓrUP1 or phonon-assisted at the LP1 frequency with the rate Γnrf . To sup-
port the proposed model we perform unfiltered and frequency-filtered measurements as
presented in figures 5.12(c-e) whereby the filtering frequency is indicated by the colors in
figure 5.12(a). The measured values for unfiltered, filtered on UP1 and filtered on LP1 are
g

(2)
D (0) = 1.174±0.022, g(2)

D (0) = 0.332±0.028 and g(2)
D (0) = 1.490±0.034, respectively. The

observed small bunching value for the unfiltered measurement is consistent with literature
and our prior work [199, 237, 169] and with the measurement presented in section 5.4.1.
The fact that we observe strong antibunching filtered on the UP1 frequency is consistent
with our proposed model, where independent of which rung is excited, only one photon can
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Figure 5.12: Photon-induced
tunneling regime: (a) Spec-
trum of the strongly coupled
system at ∆ = 5.2g for ex-
citing UP2 with a 25 ps long
pulse (gray circles) fitted with
a quantum optical model with
(solid black line) and without
SHS (gray dashed line). (b)
Illustration of the JC-ladder.
The resonant two-photon exci-
tation of UP2 is depicted with
two solid green arrows. The
most likely relaxation channels
are from UP2 to UP1 (upper
dashed red arrow), from UP1 to
the ground state (solid blue ar-
row) or from LP1 to the ground
state (lower dashed red arrow)
via a phonon-assisted popula-
tion transfer from UP1 to LP1
(curved orange arrow). Cor-
relation measurements of (c)
the unfiltered signal, revealing
g

(2)
D (0) = 1.174± 0.022, (d) the

filtered emission UP1, reveal-
ing g(2)

D (0) = 0.332 ± 0.028 and
(e) the emission from the tran-
sitions from UP2 to UP1 and
from LP1 to the ground state,
revealing g

(2)
D (0) = 1.490 ±

0.034. (f) Simulated pulse-wise
second-order coherence versus
the position of the frequency fil-
ter and taking into account the
experimental parameters (laser
pulse approximately tuned to
two-photon resonance). The
dotted blue (dashed red) line
represents the frequency of UP1
(LP1) and black circles repre-
sent measured values.
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be emitted at the UP1 frequency per excitation cycle. The increase in g(2)
D (0) relative to the

case for frequency-filtered photon blockade results from leakage of the coherently scattered
laser component into the detection channel due to its spectral proximity. Importantly, the
frequency filtered measurement at the cavity frequency shows strongly enhanced bunching
relative to the unfiltered case.

Here, we propose a second-order scattering process to interpret these results and use
a rate equation model to analyze the dynamics. The system is initialized to the excited
state UP2 and then decays via different channels. With this model we can calculate the
population of UP2, LP2, UP1 and LP1, in our notation labeled PUP2(t), PLP2(t), PUP1(t)
and PLP1(t), respectively. This allows us to calculate the radiative emission that occurs
from each polariton. The rate equation model is given by:

d

dt

 PUP 1(t)
PLP 1(t)
PUP 2(t)
PLP 2(t)

 = Γ ·

 PUP 1(t)
PLP 1(t)
PUP 2(t)
PLP 2(t)

 , (5.5)

with Γ representing the following rates:

Γ =


−
(
Γr

Q+Γnr
f

)
Γnr

r Γr
C 0

Γnr
f −(Γr

C+Γnr
r ) Γr

Q 2·Γr
C

0 0 −
(
Γr

C+Γr
Q+Γnr

f

)
2·Γnr

r

0 0 Γnr
f −2(Γr

C+Γnr
r )

 ,
where ΓrQ and ΓrC , are the radiative recombination rates of UP1 and LP1, respectively. The
model also includes nonradiative phonon-assisted transfer rates from UPn to LPn (nΓnrf )
and vice versa (nΓnrr ).

Using the measured rates at this detuning [169], we compare the emission intensities
at the frequencies of UP1 and LP1 estimated from the rate equation model with the ones
fitted from the spectrum in figure 5.12(a). From the model we calculate that 88.6 % and
11.4 % of the emission occur at the LP1 and UP1 frequencies, respectively. This is good
agreement with a fit of the spectrum (see Appendix C of [173] for details), where we find
that 84.3 % of the emission occur at the LP1 frequency (red area on the right), while 15.7 %
occur at the UP1 frequency (blue area on the left). These findings collectively suggest that
indeed our system strongly emits two photons at the LP1 frequency.

In order to gain deeper insight into the emission dynamics of our system and further
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proof that our system acts as a two-photon source, we performed quantum optical simula-
tions with the Quantum Toolbox in Python (QuTiP) [208], based on the approach presented
in [243]. We note that the simulation fully takes into account all known non-idealities rel-
evant to our scenario: pulse-wise correlation calculations [243], phonon-induced polaritonic
transfers [169], and self-homodyne suppression [170]. Importantly to suggest a strong va-
lidity of our approach, only the optical driving strength and optimal SHS amplitude were
used as fitting parameters. Furthermore, our simulation technique already showed excel-
lent agreement when focusing on the blockade regime and the emission of indistinguishable
photons [174].

With the quantum-optical model we fit the resonance fluorescence spectrum in fig-
ure 5.12(a) and then calculate the expected g

(2)
D (0) values as presented in figure 5.12(f).

The simulated second-order coherence fits almost perfectly to the measured data at the
UP1 (dotted blue line) and the LP1 frequency (dashed red line). We again emphasize that
the self-homodyne suppression effect is of paramount importance for these experiments.
Without SHS, the coherently scattered laser light would dominate the spectrum, leading to
a Poissonian photon distribution, as illustrated by the gray dashed line in figure 5.12(a).

Finding a model that describes the system’s behavior well allows us to gain important
insights into the multi-photon emission from our system. Unlike in previous studies of
photon-induced tunneling where g(3)

D (0) > g
(2)
D (0) [247], our filtered emission both strongly

bunches in second-order (g(2)
D (0) = 1.490 ± 0.034) but antibunches in third-order statistics

(g(3)
D (0) = 0.872±0.021). These values were calculated using a quantum trajectory approach

to counting statistics [247]. Thus for the first time, we find that an optical solid-state system
not only shows a third-order coherence value that is smaller than the second-order coherence
value [247], but also a third-order coherence value that shows antibunching in the photon-
induced tunneling regime. This confirms that we have suppressed the three-photon emission
from the system and clearly enhanced its two-photon emission.

5.5 Non-Classical Light Generation - Summary and Outlook

The presence of phonons represents one of the key distinguishing features of the solid state.
Our investigations presented in this section have laid the groundwork for understanding
their role in the dynamics of strongly coupled systems. We have mapped out the detuning-
dependent polariton lifetime of a strongly coupled QD-cavity system and extracted the
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spectrum of the polariton-to-phonon coupling for QD-cavity detunings up to 11 g. We have
shown that in order to obtain high-fidelity photon blockade a pulse length must be chosen
that depends on the QD-cavity detuning. Our findings suggest that the influence of the
efficient coupling to phonons should be considered for all applications of strongly coupled
solid-state systems.

Furthermore, we demonstrated that taking the phonon interaction into account and
harnessing techniques such as resonant excitation, self-homodyne suppression, and spectral
filtering can be used to coherently control and tune the output quantum statistics of Jaynes-
Cummings systems. In particular, we showed that strongly coupled QD-photonic crystal
nanocavity systems are capable of robust and high-fidelity generation of photons with sub-
and super-Poissonian distribution and even indistinguishable photons. Having produced
indistinguishable photons from a state with a lifetime of only 55 ps, our results could pave the
way for integrated quantum light sources with unprecedented rates. While in our case the
positioning of the QD relative to the cavity has been done probabilistically, recent progress
in site-selective growth of QDs [250, 235] as well as positioning of resonators relative to QDs
[233, 225, 251] provides further support for the feasibility of integrated quantum photonic
circuits. Finally, being able to isolate the quantum character of resonantly scattered light
paves the way for n-photon generation [252, 153, 253], a key element for applications ranging
from quantum computing [213], quantum key distribution [59, 216], quantum metrology and
lithography [254] to medical imaging [255] and quantum biology [256].



Chapter 6

Quantum Photonics —
Conclusions and Outlook

My thesis I summarized our contributions to the development of solid-state platforms for
classical, nonlinear, and in particular quantum photonics. In chapter 2, I introduced the
quantum emitters that I have studied during my PhD: color centers in diamond and 4H-
silicon carbide and InAs/GaAs quantum dots. The chapter also entails a brief discussion of
different strategies for photonics fabrication and the fundamentals of cavity quantum elec-
trodynamics. I then discussed experimental results in chapter 3, where I presented our work
on the fabrication and characterization of diamond photonics. I explained how we overcame
fabrication limitations in photonics using an inverse-design algorithm and harnessed these
advancements to fabricate devices, such as vertical couplers, which were previously out of
reach in diamond photonics. I also briefly summarized the generation and investigation
of the novel tin-vacancy color center in diamond, as well as its integration into photonic
waveguides. In chapter 4, I discussed how we developed an industry- and color-center-
compatible, low-loss, and highly scalable silicon-carbide-on-insulator photonics platform.
Our photonics platform and color-center-cavity coupling demonstration, combined with the
preferential material properties of silicon carbide established our platform as leading can-
didate for foundry-scale solid-state-qubit-based quantum photonics. Lastly, in chapter 5 I
presented our experiments with an InAs/GaAs quantum dot strongly coupled to a photonic
crystal cavity. We investigated phonon-polariton interactions of the system, which enabled
a more complete understanding of solid-state quantum photonic systems. In addition, we
harnessed techniques such as resonant excitation, self-homodyne suppression, and spectral

75
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filtering to reveal the quantum emission of Jaynes-Cummings systems. In particular, we
showed that strongly coupled QD-photonic crystal nanocavity systems are capable of ro-
bust and high-fidelity generation of photons with sub- and super-Poissonian distribution
and indistinguishable photons at ultrafast rates. In this chapter, I briefly summarize ideas
for future research avenues, as well as potential applications of our work.

6.1 Integration of Color Center Arrays into Photonic Cir-
cuits for Quantum Simulation

The idea behind quantum simulation [257] is to design and build a circuit that solves one
specific problem. A simulation could be performed by preparing the quantum nodes in a
specific state, allowing the circuit to evolve and find its equilibrium, and reading out the
final state of the system. Quantum circuits for quantum simulators can be significantly
simpler than those for a universal quantum computer and thus are within reach of state-of-
the-art technologies [258, 259]. Fields such as material science, chemistry, and medicine face
many problems that are too complex for classical computers to solve and could profit greatly
from insights provided from quantum simulators. To build solid-state quantum photonic
simulators, it is critical to generate close to identical quantum emitters with high fidelity and
to integrate them into photonic circuits without degrading their optical properties. Site-
controlled implantation of color centers with small inhomogeneous broadening is readily
available in both diamond [44, 47, 48] and silicon carbide [56, 57, 58]. Harnessing photonic
devices, as presented in chapters 3 and 4, the remaining inhomogeneous broadening can be
overcome through cavity-enhanced Raman emission [61, 86] or strain tuning [107, 108, 109,
110]. Lastly, we can connect quantum nodes via photons or phonons [87].

6.2 Color Centers for Microwave-to-Optical Quantum Trans-
duction

Currently superconducting quantum circuits incorporate the most quantum nodes that
can be controlled individually and interact with each other [22]. However, long distance
communication with microwave photons is challenging. Therefore, the bidirectional coher-
ent conversion of photons between microwave frequencies and optical frequencies through
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microwave-to-optical quantum transduction is an inevitable requirement. Efficient, coher-
ent, and noise-free transduction of single photons is a path towards coupling distant su-
perconducting qubits and eventually networking of quantum computers and distributed
quantum computing [260].

Quantum systems in solid-state host materials with Λ-type level structures can facilitate
microwave-to-optical (M2O) [29, 30] transduction [261]. For example the negatively-charged
SiV− and SnV− color centers in diamond furnish a Λ-system in their level structure that
is optically accessible [61]. M2O transduction can potentially be achieved by coupling a
single, or an ensemble of color centers simultaneously to two cavities with resonances in the
optical and microwave regimes, respectively.

In future research, we envision designing superconducting microwave cavities with high
zero-point currents to couple strongly to the electron spin of the SiV−/SnV− center in the
ground state. The integration of these microwave cavities on diamond around photonic
crystal cavities fabricated with the process presented in chapter 3 would enable coupling
SiV−/SnV− centers simultaneously to both cavities, and hence, M2O transduction.

6.3 Nonlinear Optics and Quantum Frequency Conversion to
the Telecommunication Band

Photons will likely be the transmitters of information in quantum networks and distributed
quantum computation. Long distance communication has been demonstrated for visible
photons in free-space [262], however, a more practical approach to optical communication
are optical fibers. The limitation for fiber-optical communication is the loss of photons.
The telecommunication industry is looking back on decades of research on the optimization
of low-loss communication at telecommunication frequencies. Thus, it would be ideal if
optical quantum communication could harness these existing technologies.

Solid-state emitters at telecommunication frequencies are known to exist [263, 100].
However, more research is necessary to determine how promising these emitters are for solid-
state quantum photonics. An alternative route is quantum frequency conversion of photons
from well-studied quantum emitters, which emit in the visible and the shorter wavelength
end of the near-infrared spectrum, to the telecommunication band. Frequency conversion of
photons can be conducted using nonlinear crystals, or photonic platforms with χ(2) and χ(3)

nonlinearities [264, 265, 266, 75]. The most mature quantum frequency conversion (QFC)
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Figure 6.1: Efficient second-order frequency conversion in microring resonators.
a SEM of a ring resonator designed for second-harmonic generation. The fundamental TE00
mode at 1555 nm is converted to a TM20 mode at 777.5 nm, and coupled out via a single-
mode, effective index-matched waveguide. Inset: Optical image of the second-harmonic
out-coupled via an inverse-designed vertical coupler (ring outline is overlaid for clarity).
b Numerical simulation of the phase-matching condition for the 1555 nm TE00 and the
777.5 nm TM20 modes, demonstrating mode-matching for a waveguide width of 560 nm.
Insets: Simulated mode profiles. c Dependence of second-harmonic power in the output
waveguide on the pump power in the input waveguide. A quadratic fit reveals a conversion
efficiency of 360% W−1. Inset: The second-harmonic signal imaged on a spectrometer.

devices utilize the χ(2) nonlinearity, such as periodically-poled lithium niobate waveguides,
where single-stage conversion efficiencies of up to 86% have been demonstrated at the single-
photon level [267]. The internal quantum efficiency of a device is limited primarily by
propagation losses. The total efficiency is further limited by coupling and reflection losses,
which may be substantially reduced by integrating the QFC device and the single-photon
source on the same chip.

To show that efficient frequency conversion is possible in our 4H-SiCOI photonics plat-
form, we demonstrated efficient second-harmonic generation (SHG) at sub-milliwatt powers
using modal phase-matching in a high-Q microring resonator (figure 6.1a). We designed for
phase-matching between the fundamental quasi-transverse-electric mode (TE00) at 1555 nm
and a quasi-transverse-magnetic mode TM20 at 777.5 nm. Two bus waveguides were de-
signed to selectively point couple either the pump or second harmonic, each equipped with
inverse-designed grating couplers [73] optimized for the appropriate wavelength (see fig-
ure 6.1a). By varying the pump power in transmission experiments, we obtained a linear
power dependence of the SHG with the square of the pump power, as expected in the un-
depleted pump limit (see figure 6.1c). The SHG efficiency is measured to be 360% W−1.
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With our 4H-SiCOI we therefore have the first photonics platform where the demonstration
of strong enhancement of a high quality quantum emitter (see chapter 4) and efficient non-
linear optics were demonstrated on the same platform. These demonstrations together with
the compatibility of thin-film SiC with industry-standard nanophotonics processing tech-
niques provides a path towards scalable quantum communication technologies. Adapted
from [66].

6.4 Quantum Light Sources

Non-classical light sources will likely find applications in a range of applications such as
imaging [255, 256], lithography [217], quantum key distribution [215] and measurement-
based quantum computation [268, 269, 270, 271]. Integrated, pure, and fast on-demand
single-photon sources are of utmost importance for such applications. Self-assembled quan-
tum dots are the most investigated solid-state quantum emitters due to their strong inter-
action with light, their nearly transform-limited linewidth [163, 164, 165], and non-classical
photon output [166]. Their solid-state environment also facilitates the integration into pho-
tonic structures. The typical obstacle for scaling quantum dot platforms — inhomogeneous
broadening — is less problematic for quantum light sources, as we can overcome them
by sampling wafers, selecting promising quantum dots, and performing hybrid integration
[64, 28]. Furthermore, ongoing materials science research is aiming to develop more scal-
able quantum dot platforms, for example through site-controlled growth with promising
results in coherent control as well as the efficient generation of single and entangled photons
[272, 273, 274, 275, 276, 277, 278].



Chapter 7

Aptamer-Based Optical Real-Time
Biosensor

Existing biosensor technologies for the continuous measurement of specific biomolecules in
vivo are currently limited to a handful of molecules, such as blood, oxygen and glucose.
These sensors rely on unique biochemical features of the biomarker to achieve real-time de-
tection, and thus cannot be generalized to other molecules. For measuring other biomarkers
in vivo, current tools are primitive, as they lack the necessary chemical specificity, detection
sensitivity, and spatial and temporal resolution. In our work we aim to establish a new in
vivo measurement technology capable of filling this gap.

7.1 General Working Principle of Aptamer-Based Optical
Biosensors

The main objective of this project is to develop an implantable optical real-time biosen-
sor that continuously measures the physiological concentration of multiple analytes in live
subjects to better understand complex biological functions. There are two cornerstones
of our biosensor: 1) Synthetic affinity reagents (i.e. aptamer probes) that change molec-
ular conformation upon target binding [279], and 2) An optical read-out mechanism that
transduces the change in the aptamer conformation into a measurable fluorescence signal.
Our aptamers are engineered with an intra-chain fluorophore donor/acceptor pair such that
they generate a fluorescent signal upon binding to the target via Förster resonance energy
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Target

Figure 7.1: Real-time aptamer biosensor for neuromodulator measurements in
brain slices in response to drug uptake. (Left) Fiber-based optical system includes
SPCMs, lasers, spectral filters and fiber switches. In this set-up, excitation light propagates
through an optical fiber bundle, while emitted fluorescence returns via the same path and
gets transmitted by a dichroic mirror to the detector. (Right) Enlarged schematic of the
fiber optic biosensor, including an aptamer with two labels: a pair of fluorophores, a donor
and an acceptor dye (inset). Aptamers are attached to the surface at the end of the fiber
taper tip through biotin-streptavidin interactions. Fluorescence microscopy image of the
end of the fiber tip, which is functionalized with aptamers.
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Figure 7.2: Surface functionalization of the optical fiber tip. Scheme describing the
surface chemistry used for surface passivation (image not to scale).

transfer (FRET). The fluorescence intensity is proportional to the amount of target bound
to the aptamers, which enables quantitative measurements. The key features required for
a practical sensing device that can be implemented in clinical settings are: 1) Ultrafast
real-time continuous monitoring; 2) High sensitivity; 3) A certain spatial and high tempo-
ral resolution; 4) Simultaneous multi-analyte detection; 5) In vivo environment long-term
stability. To meet these requirements, we use an optical fiber that permits reliable spectro-
scopic measurement of chemical binding events from the tip of the fiber, conveys excitation
light and fluorescent emission, and is suited for minimally invasive procedures. By com-
bining optical fibers with a structure switching aptamer sensor, high-sensitivity tracking of
rising and falling concentrations of analytes in real-time is possible.

7.1.1 Optical Fiber Tapering and Functionalization

In our experiments we use graded index multimode fibers with a core size of 62.5 µm. To
achieve a micrometer size fiber tip we taper fibers using the Vytran GPX3000. In addition
we also tried to taper the fibers via a home-built fiber taper [280], hydrofluoric acid etching,
and Fiber angle polishing [281]. However, the reproducibility of fiber taper dimensions
and counts detected in our measurements have been most reliable when using the Vytran
GPX3000.
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To specifically attach the aptamers to the fiber surface and prevent non-specific bind-
ing of background serum proteins we developed a surface modification/passivation pro-
cess [282]: For attaching the aptamers, we explored the use of biotin-streptavidin inter-
actions. Biotinylated substrates are grafted onto the fiber through a reaction between
surface-attached amino groups and N-hydroxysuccinimidyl ester groups at the end of bi-
otin modified poly-ethylene glycol polymer chains (PEG) in anhydrous organic solutions.
We inserted a PEG layer to prevent non-specific binding and further enhance the specific
interaction. After binding to the surface, the two binding sites left on streptavidin are used
to attach biotinylated aptamers. Subsequently, using fluorescence microscopy, we directly
observe and characterize the binding of fluorescently labeled-streptavidin and -DNA to the
surface. Finally, we tested multiple fluorophore pairs (i.e. characterization of photophysical
properties/FRET efficiency). Our tests involved the fluorophores Alexa, Cye, and ATTO
along with dynamic and static quenchers like Dab and BHQ. We furthermore optimized the
surface density by changing the PEG:PEG-Biotin ratio and checking for the optimal cover-
age of DNA on the surface to ensure probe availability, fast binding kinetics, and maximum
signal detection with minimal background noise (optimal ratio=50:1).

7.1.2 Near-Field Sensor

In vivo and in vitro experiments are expected to have an abundance of auto-fluorescence
from the biological environment. Thus, it is crucial to have a mechanism that separates the
emission of our aptamer biosensors from the auto-fluorescence. To avoid this background
noise we rely on evanescent coupling to the fluorophores, while background noise is reduced
significantly. To test that the evanescent coupling predominantly couples to fluorophores
close to the fiber surface, we conducted the experiments shown in figure 7.3. Here, we test
a functionalized fiber with DNA-Cy5 in fluidic chambers containing in one case a Cy5-DNA
solution and in the other, a buffer solution. The resulting signal strength is comparable,
which suggests that the coupling of light from and to the dyes on the fiber tip mainly
relies on evanescent coupling. Moving forward we can thus assume that the majority of the
collected signal originates from the aptamer-based biosensor and noise from bioluminescence
is minimized.
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Figure 7.3: Fiber near-field sensor. Comparison of the signal from a functionalized fiber
in a solution with Cy5-DNA and the same fiber in buffer. The signal strength is comparable
and thus suggests that the fiber acts as a good near-field detector.

7.1.3 Real-Time Aptamer Switches: Engineering Principle

To test the performance of the fiber-based sensor in vitro, we used a previously published
Cocaine/Quinine aptamer as a model system [283]. This aptamer is inherently structure
switching and thus allows to measure the change in concentration as shown in figure 7.4,
by modifying the sequence with donor and acceptor fluorophores (Cy3/Cy5). We were able
to observe changes in the ratio of Cy3/Cy5 upon the addition of different concentrations
of Quinine. This measurement was the first proof-of-concept for our sensing techniques.
However, not all aptamers are selected to be inherently structure switching, which requires
the development of strategies to transform existing aptamers into signaling aptamers to
generalize the detection platform to other molecules [284].

Along these lines, the Soh lab developed an approach that uses an intra-molecular com-
petition strategy to convert any selected aptamer into a switch that changes its molecular
conformation upon binding and generates a change in the fluorescence signal [285]. Previ-
ously they successfully demonstrated the conversion of two published aptamers (Adenosine
tri-phosphate (ATP) and Thrombin) into aptamer-switches [284]. To convert the aptamer,
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Figure 7.4: Real-time detection of quinine. Top left: Fiber-sensor setup. Top right:
FRET signal change upon quinine binding. Bottom: Real-time detection of different con-
centrations of quinine.
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Figure 7.5: Engineering principle to generate aptamer-switch probes based on
an intramolecular strand displacement strategy. A) Schematic representation of the
different steps required (1-3) to convert an aptamer strand into a structure switch. B) Plot
of the fluorescence intensity spectra of the Thrombin/ATP aptamer switch for different
target concentrations.
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Figure 7.6: Real-time measurements of rising and falling concentrations of ATP
using the optical fiber sensor. A Time-resolved measurement of different concentrations
of ATP. B ON- and OFF-rates for ATP association and dissociation at 100ms acquisition
time. C A comparison of the Kd of the same aptamer switch in solution vs. on the surface
of a fiber. The Kd values appear to be similar. D Plotting the same results as in C on a log
scale reveals that the fiber based system can measure ATP concentrations several orders of
magnitude below Kd due to an improved signal-to-noise ratio compared to a plate reader.

they formed a stem-loop structure with a fluorophore (Cy3) and a quencher (BHQ/Dabcyl)
attached at the two termini of the aptamer strand and utilized DNA (polyT) as a linker. In
this construct, a short DNA competitor hybridizes with a partial section of the aptamer se-
quence keeping the fluorophore and quencher in close proximity (signal-off) but allows dehy-
bridization when the aptamer binds to the target molecule, moving the quencher away from
the fluorophore (signal-on). By optimizing both the length of the stem and linker strands,
we are able to tune the sensitivity and characteristics of the aptamer-switch. Finally, once
the aptamer-switch is created, the fluorophore-quencher will be readily substituted with a
FRET pair for ratiometric fluorescence signal detection.

7.1.4 ATP Detection

To test the sensitivity and real-time measurement capabilities of our optical biosensor and
to compare it with conventional plate-reader detection platforms, we use the ATP aptamer
switch described in the previous section. We perform an in vitro real-time detection in a
fluidic chamber, (figure 7.6A), using a 532 nm excitation laser and a spectrometer as well
as bandpass filters to analyze the emitted signal from the aptamer fluorophores. We then
convert the spectrum into a total number of counts, which we plot in figure 7.6A. With this
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experiment we demonstrate that we can achieve real-time (ms resolution, see figure 7.6B)
detection of ATP down to ∼ 500 nM concentration, which is about 3 Logs below the Kd of
the corresponding aptamers (∼50-100µM, see figure 7.6C and D). These results are highly
promising and demonstrate that our biosensor can achieve real-time monitoring of rising
and falling concentrations of analytes with high sensitivities.

7.2 Detection of Neurotransmitters

The ultimate goal in this project is to develop an aptamer-based optical fiber bundle for
the rapid, continuous and simultaneous detection of multiple neurochemicals in the brain.
Preclinical studies have demonstrated that the dysregulation of neurotransmitters such as
dopamine and serotonin is related to several neurological disorders and psychiatric diseases
including Parkinson, Alzheimer, Schizophrenia and Epilepsy. Recent progress has enabled
highly sensitive sensor platforms for the in vivo measurement of neurotransmitters [286,
287]. However, existing technologies still suffer from a critical shortcoming – only one
neurotransmitter can be measured at a time. Frequently, multiple neurochemicals (> 5)
operate through a concerted activity in specific brain areas. Due to the lack of biosensors
that can measure these effects, the collective effects of neurotransmitters on the human
brain are not fully understood.

7.2.1 Optical Setup

To perform experiments in any of the collaborating laboratories involved in the studies
(mainly the laboratories of Prof. Soh in Engineering and Prof. Malenka in Neuroscience),
we built a portable setup that contains the necessary excitation light sources, spectral filters,
detectors and miscellaneous fiber optics elements. In all the configurations shown in figure
7.7, the functionalized fiber with the aptamer biosensor is connected to the optical setup
box. The lasers inside the box excite the dyes of the aptamer-switch and we install spectral
filters to separate dye emission from the excitation light. With the single photon counters
we can then monitor the fluorescence intensity over time.

One version of a portable setup for in vivo and in vitro experiments that we built is
shown in figure 7.7A. For excitation we use 450 nm, 532 nm, and 635 nm lasers with the
appropriate laser-line filters. A fiber switch controlled by an Arduino is used to turn the
excitation laser on and off. Through the 10% port of a 90:10 fiber coupler we can couple the
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Figure 7.7: Schematic of the optical biosensor setup. A The excitation-detection
module contains three different excitation lasers (635 nm, 532 nm, and 450 nm), with the
adequate laser line filters (LLF). The laser light is coupled into a fiber and can be coupled
to a fiber switch, which allows for interval measurements and is controlled via an Arduino.
The laser light is then coupled through the 10 % port of a 10:90 fiber coupler to the sample
fiber. The emission of the biosensor is collected with the same fiber and can be filtered using
one or several filter stations with notch (NF), bandpass (BPF), and longpass filters (LPF)
for measurements of total counts of a single dye-type or ratios of different dyes. The fibers
are then coupled to SPCMs and an Arduino reads the detection events. B Illustration of
FRET, where upon the increase/decrease of a molecule concentration the emission of one
dye is increasing, while the emission from the other dye is decreasing.

excitation laser to the functionalized fiber. The fluorescence signal from the sample fiber
then couples the emission back into the excitation/detection box through the 90% port.
Here, the signal is spectrally separated from the excitation laser via long-pass and notch
filters. Furthermore, the signal can be directly sent to a single SPCM or first split into two
paths via a 50:50 fiber coupler. If we decide to split the signal, then we can use optical
band-pass filters to analyze emission from different fluorophores with separate SPCMs. This
configuration is particularly useful for FRET measurments, where we perform ratiometric
measurements as illustrated in figure 7.7B.

7.2.2 One-Color Real-Time Measurement of DA and 5-HT in Vitro (Ex-
ogenous)

Before attempting the detection of endogenously released neurotransmitters DA (dopamine)
and 5-HT (serotonin), we had to evaluate the performance of our device in a complex
biological environment. Therefore, we first measured a spiked concentration of DA and
5-HT in cerebrospinal fluid samples and brain slices. Using a one-color (single detector that
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Figure 7.8: In vitro one-color characterization of aptamer-based fiber sensor. A)
Experimental set-up in which the fiber sensor is connected to a one-color optoelectronic
system and inserted into brain slices. Mouse brain slices were spiked with different concen-
trations DA and 5-HT. B-C) Real-time intensity-time trajectories showing signal change
with increasing and decreasing concentrations of DA and 5-HT spiked into the CSF samples,
achieving a detection limit in the mid-nM range.

measures the overall count rates) optoelectronic system, and previously published dopamine
and serotonin aptamers [288], we measured the quenching (OFF) and enhancement (ON) of
the acceptor fluorophore signal upon target binding in real-time. The detected count rates
allow to differentiate nM-µM concentrations of DA and 5-HT with good SNR, minimal
photobleaching, and high specificity (see figure 7.8). Sensor responses to epinephrine and
the serotonin metabolite 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid were negligible.

7.2.3 Two-Color Real-Time Measurement of 5-HT in Vitro (Exogenous)

For the measurements of serotonin, shown in figure 7.8, we relied on monitoring the drop
of the acceptor intensity over time. In order to minimize false-positive artifacts (i.e. signal
drop) that could be caused by photobleaching, quenching of fluorescence through electron
transfer, laser fluctuation, detachment of probes from the surface and more, we use a two-
color optoelectronic system to monitor both donor and acceptor intensities (ratiometric
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measurement, figure 7.9A). Additionally, we installed a rig system in Prof. Malenka’s lab
with a home-built gravity-perfusion system alimented by a peristatic pump, temperature
controllers, oxygen lines and a microscope. We mount the aptamer-functionalized fiber
in a capillary to prevent mechanical damage (figure 7.9C), which we then insert into an
electrode holder system to carefully drive the fiber into a brain slice without compromising
the tapered fiber tip.

To ensure that our biosensor can withstand the measurement conditions and ultimately
measure the endogenous release of DA and 5-HT upon drug (MDMA) stimulation with
our sensor in live brain slices, we first characterized the stability of the fluorescence signal
over time in the bath system (rig). To keep the brain slice alive, the temperature of the
bath was held at 37◦C and oxygenated artificial CSF was flown into the chamber at a
rate of 3 ml/min. We observed a stable fluorescence signal over tens of minutes, which
suggests that aptamers, fluorophores, and surface are robust under these conditions. In this
configuration, we were then able to achieve mid-nM sensitivity, which allowed us to observe
an instantaneous drop in the acceptor (Cy5) signal correlated with an increase in the donor
(Cy3) signal upon 5-HT addition (figure 7.9B). Additionally, we observed a minimal change
in the signal after spiking an excess of MDMA (30 µM), which confirms the specificity of
our aptamer against the drug used (figure 7.9B).

7.2.4 Real-Time Measurements of 5-HT in Live Brain Slices (Endoge-
nous, Ex Vivo)

After confirming sensitivity, robustness, and specificity of our aptamer sensor in the rig
system, we moved forward with live brain slice testing: After brain removal, we mounted
blocked hemispheres and cut 250 /textmu m thick slices on a vibratome (Leica, VT1200S)
in ice-cold ‘sucrose solution’. Slices were immediately transferred to a bath containing
artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF), warmed to 35◦C, containing (in mM): 124 NaCl, 2.5
KCl, 10 glucose, 26 NaHCO3, 1 NaH2PO4, 2.5 CaCl2 and 1.3 MgSO4. After 30 minutes,
slices were maintained at room temperature for at least one hour prior to transfer to the
recording chamber. Cutting and recording solutions were saturated with 95 % O2 and 5 %
CO2, and have a pH of 7.4. Upon transfer to the recording chamber, slices were completely
submerged and continuously superfused at a flow rate of 3 mL per minute with ACSF. We
then inserted our biosensor approximately 300 µm into the brain. To determine the stability
of the signal in the brain environment over time and to estimate the photobleaching rate,
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Figure 7.9: In vitro and Ex vivo two-color characterization of aptamer-based
fiber sensor. A) Two color optoelectronic system design coupled to fiber optics. B) (1-2)
Intensity-time traces showing the FRET signal ratio between green (Cy3) – red Cy5) dyes
upon 532 nm excitation laser for the fiber tethered serotonin aptamer upon the addition of
90 nM 5-HT; (3) Control: Intensity-time trace showing the fluorescence signal upon 532 nm
laser excitation of the fiber tethered serotonin aptamer after the addition of 30 µM MDMA
without change in signal. C) Images/ showing: (1) Fiber inserted in the brain slice (Nucleus
accumbens region) (2) Fiber inserted in capillaries for protection. D) Intensity-time traces
showing the fluorescence signal upon 532 nm laser excitation of the fiber tethered serotonin
aptamer inserted in live brain slices, after the addition of 5 µM MDMA (a), ACSF (b) and
500 nM 5-HT (c) in both Red and Green channels.
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we performed 10 minutes of baseline measurements in ACSF. We then started drug infusion
at 5 µM MDMA for 10 min and observed a clear drop in the signal (figure 7.9D). After
washing off the MDMA solution with ACSF we were able to partially recover the signal. To
determine whether the observed drop of the signal is caused primarily by serotonin release
in the Nac following the bath applied MDMA, we spiked a solution of 5-HT (500 nM) onto
the same brain slice and observed a similarly strong drop in the fluorescence signal (Red
and Green channel). These preliminary results indicate that we potentially observed the
first real-time detection of endogenous release of serotonin in live brain slices (figure 7.9D).
Further experiments are underway to reproduce the obtained results in multiple brain slices.

7.3 Summary and Outlook

The engineering principle of our optical aptamer-based biosensors is a universal approach
to detect a range of target molecules and proteins in the human body. Moreover, due to
the high sensitivity, our approach offers unique advantages in the detection of molecules
that occur in extremely low concentrations, such as neurotransmitters. In our experiments
we successfully detected Quinine, ATP, Thrombin, Dopamine, and Serotonin by exchanging
the aptamer on the fiber tip. The insertion of our fiber sensor is minimally invasive and thus
allows for insertion into delicate body parts, such as brains. For medical studies it would
be ideal to have a real-time measurement of the molecule concentration to connect changes
in molecule concentrations with behavioral changes. We envision to quantitatively measure
the endogenous release of serotonin and dopamine during behavioral studies, which would
allow neuroscientists to get a better understanding of the effect of neurotransmitters on the
human brain. Such measurements are key to the understanding and effective treatment of
neurological disorders. Taking this one step further, one could easily imagine a device that
allows for real-time measurements of a certain molecule and the automatic release of a drug
to stabilize the molecule concentration with a feedback loop [289]. For such applications the
lab-scale biosensing apparatus used in this chapter will have to be rebuilt with a significantly
smaller form-factor, for example on an printed circuit board. Eventually replacing the
tapered fiber with a photonic probe might allow for higher signal-to-noise ratios and spacial
resolution [290, 291]. Furthermore, one could envision a fully integrated photonic chip with
light sources, filters, and detectors, that can be fully implanted or part of a wearable.



Appendix A

Diamond Fabrication Recipes

A.1 General Fabrication Flow

In our experiments we use electronic grade diamond from Element Six and grow 200 nm
SixNy using low pressure chemical vapor deposition. We then spin coat hydrogen silsesquiox-
ane FOx-16 and define the patterns using electron-beam lithography. With a SF6, CH4 and
N2 reactive ion etch (RIE), we transfer the pattern into the SixNy hard mask (figure A.1a).
With this hard mask, we perform an anisotropic O2 RIE (figure A.1b). Afterwards, we
deposit 30 nm of Al2O3 via atomic layer deposition (figure A.1c), which we then remove
from the horizontal planes with a Cl2, BCl2 and N2 RIE (figure A.1d). After a short second
anisotropic diamond etch to expose the sidewalls of the structure (figure A.1e), we quasi-
isotropically undercut the structures (figure A.1f). During this quasi-isotropic RIE we turn
off the forward bias and increase the inductively coupled plasma bias to 3000 W. Due to a
preferential etch along {110} (figure A.1g) we undercut the diamond membrane along this
axis. Monitoring the progress of the etch using high voltage scanning electron microscopy,
we determine the thickness of the devices. Once the desired thickness is reached we termi-
nate the etch. To remove SixNy and Al2O3, we soak the samples in hydrofluoric acid and
reveal a suspended structure with rectangular cross section (figure A.1h). Figure A.2a is a
scanning electron micrograph of the fabrication step in figure A.1g. The white, rectangular
material in the SEM is diamond, covered by SixNy (dark material) and the sides by Al2O3

(transparent material). High voltage imaging allows us to measure the thickness of the di-
amond beneath the Al2O3 mask. The bottom surface of the diamond structures is flat and
smooth as evidenced from Figure A.2b, a SEM of a microdisk that broke off. In figure A.2c
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Figure A.1: Fabrication protocol for rectangular cross section with quasi-isotropic
etching technique. (a) SixNy etch mask (red) on diamond substrate (gray). (b)
Anisotropic oxygen dry etch of diamond. (c) Atomic layer deposition of Al2O3 (blue).
(d) Anisotropic dry etch of Al2O3. (e) Anisotropic etch of diamond. (f) Quasi-isotropic
etch of diamond undercuts the structure along the {110} facet. (g) Etch forms flat bot-
tom surface since the etch rate along {001} is slower than along {110}, which allows for
rectangular cross sections. (h) Removal of SixNy and Al2O3 mask results in suspended
nanobeam.

we present a nanobeam photonic crystal cavity with vertical couplers from top-down view.
The fabricated nanobeams in this publication have a width of w = 400 nm and a thickness
of h ≈ 230 nm. The lattice constant of the photonic crystal cavities is a = 234 nm, and the
radii of the holes are rx = a · 0.26 and ry = w · 0.21. The outer ten holes of the photonic
crystal are kept constant, while the inner eight holes are tapered down to 0.81 · (rx, ry) to
form a cavity. Adapted from [73].

A.2 Recipes

A.2.1 Preparation of Diamond Chips and Color Center Generation

To prepare diamond chips for fabrication we perform the steps reported in [292], i.e. a
combination of tri-acid clean, as well as Ar/Cl2 and O2 RIE etches to remove the diamond
close to the surface, which gets damaged through the polishing process. Furthermore, the
O2 RIE etch leads to a well ordered oxygen termination of the diamond surface [292].
Subsequently, we pursued various routes to generate color centers: 1) We implant Si or
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Figure A.2: SEM of diamond devices. (a) SEM of a device corresponding to the
step in figure A.1g. The device (bright material) is protected from the top by SixNy (dark
material) and the sides by Al2O3 (transparent material). (b) Fabricated diamond microdisk
that broke off. SEM visualizes the smooth and flat bottom surface. Nanobeam photonic
crystal cavity with vertical couplers in (c) top-down view.

Sn ions at CuttingEdge Ions and subsequently anneal them [72], 2) we implant Sn ions
at CuttingEdge Ions and overgrow them with diamond (performed by our collaborators in
the labs of Prof. Melosh and Prof. Shen) [48], or 3) our collaborators in the labs of Prof.
Melosh and Prof. Shen grow diamond with Si incorporated [293].

A.2.2 Details on Diamond Photonics Fabrication

SixNy Growth

The growth of SixNy at SNF can be performed via CCP-PECVD (recipe CDSIN350) or
LPCVD (standard N2 recipe). In my experience the quality and accuracy of the LPCVD
SixNy is more reliable, which comes at the cost of having to perform the RCA clean. CCP-
PECVD will generally result in SixNy with sufficient quality, however, the deposition rate
varies strongly therefore I recommend characterizing the deposition rate every time you use
the tool. My standard procedure at the CCP-PECVD tool is to 1) run a through clean on
the tool, 2) deposit ∼200 nm SixNy with dummy wafers inside, 3) replace a dummy wafer
with a new Si wafer, deposit ∼200 nm SixNy 4) measure thickness of SixNy in Filmetrics or
ellipsometer and 5) calculate the deposition rate and run diamond chips on a new Si wafer.
It is important to keep this Si wafer after the deposition, as it will be used to determine
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the SixNy etch rates in RIE later.

Spin-Coating HSQ, Electron-Beam Lithography, HSQ Development

Attach samples to a Si wafer using Kapton tape. Heat wafers and samples to 180◦ C to
evaporate water. Cool wafer on wet bench, set spin-coat recipe to 5000 rpm (∼ 500 nm
HSQ FOx-16 thickness), use plastic pipettes (blow out pipettes before use!), postbake 80◦ C,
5 min. For adhesion issues one can use SurPass before spin coating and for charging during
the ebeam write one can use Espacer. However, adhesion and charging were generally not
an issue for us. The doses used are in the range of 1200-2500, depending on the feature
size. Finally, we develop HSQ with 25% TMAH for ∼ 25 sec. I highly recommend also
considering ZEP, or similar resists for future processes.

Mount Chips on Si Wafers

Mount chips on Si wafers using PMMA. The chips will stay on this wafer for the entire
process until you remove them before the undercut. Typically I mount each chip on a
different wafer because I vary the etch depth depending on the structures on the chips.

SixNy Etch

As for all RIE etches, run the chamber clean and precondition the chamber using the recipe
that you will use for this etch. The etch rate of SixNy varies with its quality so I recommend
using the Si wafer that was holding the diamond chips during CCP-PECVD for etch tests
before etching the diamond chips. A measurement with a Filmetrics tool before and after the
etch test will allow you to determine the etch rate. Typical etch rates are ∼ 23− 26 Å/sec.

Anisotropic Diamond Etch

Clean and precondition Pt-Ox. During this step you will etch diamond anisotropically and
it is instrumental to the whole process to make sure that this step will go according to plan.
I developed the recipe cd ani at Pt-Ox with low pressure and relatively high forward bias
and temperature to assure that the sidewalls will be as straight as possible. Angled sidewalls
would later cause the masks to detach and your structures not to turn out. The etch rate is
∼ 44.4 Å/sec and I found the etch as well as the etch rate to be very stable. To determine
the right etch depth is very important as the undercut will later etch in plane as well as
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normal to the plane. Depending on your specific structure you will have to determine how
deep you want to etch at this step for things to turn out well. An etch depth of ∼ 500 nm
is a good starting point for many structures that are no wider than 400 nm.

ALD Deposition of Al2O3

Before using the Savannah ALD system I typically deposit ∼50 cycles of Al2O3 to condition
the tool. Then I insert my chips on the wafers into the ALD system and run 300 cycles of
Al2O3 deposition (recipe cdory-Al2O3). I also insert a piece of Si to perform an etch test
of the Al2O3 layer later, as the etch rate varies drastically.

Al2O3 Etch

Clean PT-MTL (Cham Clean Def Cl2 SF6 O2) and precondition with recipe cdory-Al2O3.
After the Al2O3 deposition you want to remove the Al2O3 from all horizontal planes but
not from the sidewalls. Therefore, this etch has to be timed perfectly. The SiN mask on the
top and the Al2O3 on the side of your structures cannot lose touch, otherwise the undercut
will etch the structures from top and bottom. I recommend to use the spare Si piece from
the ALD step to perform an etch test like you did for the SixNy etch.

Anisotropic Diamond Etch

Follow the steps form section A.2.2. This step is to make sure that the diamond is cleared
and you can proceed with the undercut. ∼ 5 nm etch depth are enough.

Quasi-Isotropic Undercut

For this step remove the chips from the carrier wafer. The chips will simply sit on a
carrier wafer without being attached to the wafer. The process in Ox35 will run at high
temperatures, therefore, you have to remove the coolant from the tool through the blow-out
procedure. I wrote a procedure on how to do this, you can ask Usha Raghuram for it. Once
the blowout is complete run recipe cd-3stepchambercleanandprecond. This recipe will ramp
up the temperature, clean, and precondition the chamber for you. The undercut speed is
∼ 9 − 10 min along the fastest etching facet, the etch normal to the surface is about an
order of magnitude slower and will reduce as the etch continues. Typical etch times are on
the order of ∼ 2 h. To monitor the undercut you can SEM the structures at an angle of
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∼ 80◦ and monitor the progress. I recommend etching for ∼ 80 min before you check for
the first time.

Mask Removal

To remove HSQ, SixNy, and Al2O3 soak your samples in 50% HF.



Appendix B

4H-SiCOI Fabrication

B.1 4H-SiCOI Preparation

We begin with a 4 inch wafer of on-axis, research-grade, high-purity-semi-insulation (HPSI)
4H-SiC from Cree, Inc., and dice it into 10 mm x 10 mm dies. Dies are thoroughly cleaned,
and approximately 20 nm of thermal SiO2 is grown. Separately, a SiO2-on-Si handle wafer is
prepared by thermal oxidation. The dies are bonded to the handle wafer at room tempera-
ture with manual pressure. The bond is strengthened by annealing at 900 ◦C, which results
in a robust SiO2-SiO2 fusion bond. The wafer is then processed in a wafer grinder (DAG810
from Disco Corp.), to thin the SiC to a thickness of 15 µm. The wafer is then chemically-
mechanically polished (POLI-400L from G&P Tech.). Finally, SiC film is further thinned
down to the desired thickness via reactive ion etching in SF6/O2 plasma (PlasmaTherm
Versaline ICP). In an industrial setting, a final thickness variation of ∼ 1 µm across a
100 mm wafer should be possible. Adapted from [66].

B.2 Fabrication of Nanobeam Photonic Crystal Cavities

Starting with 4H-SiCOI where SiC thickness is 150 nm, and the buried SiO2 thickness of
130 nm, we define the PhC nanobeam pattern via electron beam lithography (JEOL 6300-
FS) in HSQ resist (FOx-16, Dow Corning Corp.). The pattern is transferred into SiC via
SF6/O2 plasma. Devices are suspended via a two-step undercut process: the buried oxide
layer and the resist are etched in a vapour HF etch, followed by a XeF2 gas etch that
etches Si, suspending the photonic crystal cavity over 5 µm above the substrate. Since the

100
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residual density of VSi in the nanobeam cavities is � 1 per cavity volume, we introduce
them post-fabrication via flood implantation of H+ with energy of 10 keV (CuttingEdge
Ions Inc.) to generate peak defect density at a depth of 75 nm, corresponding to the
cavity mode maximum. The optimal fluence of 2.3 · 1010/cm2 was estimated by assuming
energy-independent ratio between simulated[294] and measured[56] conversion efficiency.
No post-implantation annealing was done. Adapted from [66].

B.3 High-Q Ring Resonator Fabrication and Characteriza-
tion

Microring resonators are fabricated from 4H-SiCOI with a SiC thickness of 350 nm and a
buried SiO2 thickness of 3 µm. As with nanobeam cavities, HSQ resist is used. However,
since the only means of chemically removing the HSQ after the SiC etch is via HF, that step
would cause undesirable etching of the exposed buried oxide layer. To circumvent this issue,
we spin a 30 nm layer of PMMA resist prior to spinning HSQ resist. Subsequent lithogra-
phy and etching are performed via the same steps as for nanobeam photonic crystal cavity
fabrication. Then, the HSQ is lifted off by dissolving the PMMA layer in solvent. As a final
step, we deposit 3 µm of SiO2 cladding. Coupling to the ring resonators was performed via
two point-coupled waveguides (below critical coupling), terminated with inverse-designed
grating couplers. The Mach Zehnder interferometer used for spectral calibration of ring res-
onator measurements produces sinusoidal fringes with free-spectral-range of 194.1 MHz, and
the free-spectral-range was calibrated using an adaption of the radio-frequency spectroscopy
method.[295] Adapted from [66].
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